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vhf/uhf multi-channel
communications system
Plessey PVS 930 Series
This new Plessey system has been developed
to supersede equipment currently in seryice
with the Royal Navy, Royal Air Force and
overseas naval and air forces; developed
under contract for the British services, it will
be standard fit for the RN and the RAF.
The PVS930 Series provides a complete range of
facilities, including remote control. It can be
specified lor small installations or as a multi-set
package which includes antennas, multi-couplers
and suitable cabinets for ship or ground
installations.
o considerable weight and size reductions over
existing ship and ground/air communications
systems
o 100 to 155'975 and 225 to 399'915 MHz
coverage by single unit
o a.m. and f.m. voice, teletype or high speed
data transmission
c 9240 speech channels (25kHz
spacing) with pre-selected
channels (v.h.f-, u.h.f or mixture)

o digital frequenn svnthesizer ensures stabilitl'
of+5ppm /year
o all transmitters. receir''ers and transceivers
are solid-state (except for 100W p.a. stage);
transmitter outputs of 20W or 100W u.h.f.
and 10W v.h.f.
o completely compatible ii ith all airborne
transceivers

This extremely versatile s)'stenr pror ides tor
shipboard tactical communications ( small
compact systems for fast patrol boats to
complex multi-channel configurations for
much larger ships) and also air traffic control
and intercept applications. Please ask for full
technical data.
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EDITORIAL
The Communicator-Selling Price

Surrey

less than 300 Communicators have joined this
scheme which, apart from helping the editorial

staff, has advantages for the subscriber.

Once

Betw'een 1967 and 1977 the general cost of
living has risen by 39.3",,, (Central Information
Office figure). During the same period the price of
our magazine has risen by only 20'''.. An increase

having made his down payment he can then relax
knowing that for the next four years, and three
times a year, his copy of TUE CorrauuNrceron will
arrive at the address he has nominated without any
further eflort on his part; and rvithout having to
pay any increases in the selling price of the
magazine which may be authorised during that

and future editions.

period.
StalT/Signal Communication Officers and senior
ratings are asked to encourage their staffs to become subscribers and to contact the sales director

in the selling price of THE Cor'luuNtceron is
therefore necessary and justified, and, in the
normal course, would have applied to the next

In view of the Government freeze, however.
and in the general interest of readers, it has been
decided to delay any increase until at least the
Easter 1973 edition. In view of this all Communicators are asked to support their magazine
by buying their own c:opy instead of sharing

either by letter or by telephone (HMS Mercurv
E.x. 313)

if further

details are required.

soinr:one else's copy.

THE 4.YEAR PLAN
The introduction of the 4-year plan to stabilise
sales and facilitate accounting has got off to a
ver-v good start. During the past few months no

The Editor, on behalf of the

readers,

thanks all advertisers for their support of

Tng

CoMNauNrcAToR.

CAPTAIN R. C. MORGAN, ROYAL NAVY

L

Captain Roger Morgan was born at Bournemouth in 1922. He was educated at Windlesham
House School in Sussex and at the Royal Naval
College Dartmouth, entering the latter in September 1935. He went to sea in the Training Cruiser
HMS Vindictive in Summer 1939 and on the outbreak of war joined HMS Norfolk as a Midshipman.

He served at sea throughout the war in HM
Ships Norfolk, Punjabi, Paladin and Tunurslde,
seeing service in the North Sea and North Atlan'iic.
r02

lndian Ocean, Mediterranean (including Malta
con\oys and the invasion of Siciiy a;rd Itall ) and
finally in the Channel as First Lieutenant cf the
destroyer Tunutside.
Captain Morgan qualified as a Sig:al Oficer at

HMS Mcrc'rrr-r' in 1945146 and then \\ent out to
the Far East as Squadron Communications O{icer
in the 4th S/M Fiotilla (HMS .-1(ldtndntt and l:ter
as Flag Lieutenant to CinC' Far East Station
(Admiral Boyd). On returnirg ttr L'K in 1949 he
instructed at HMS Mcrcurt u:rtil the end of 1950

and then (as Lieutenant-Commander) had a spell

Commander in June 1957.
As a Commander he served for two years in
Cyprus as Commanding Officer HMS Aphrodirc
and Chief Staff Officer to Flag Officer Middle

On promotion to C.aptain in June 1966 Captain
Morgan did the Senior Officers' War Course and
a year at the Imperial Defence College before
going out to Singapore for two years on the Staff
of CinC Far East at Phoenix Park, as Director
ot Signals (Far East). Before assuming command
c-,f HMS Mcrcrrr-r' on October 24 1972, he was
Deputy Director Naval Operations Requirements
in the MOD for over two and a half years.
Captain Morgan was married in 1950 and has
a daughter born in 1952 and a son born in 1954
who is nou' in the Royal Navy.
Captain Morgan lives in Haslemere and has

of HMS

October 24, 1972. Captain Kent. rvho retires in
January 1973, lives in Petersfield.

in the Signal Division, Admiralty. This

was

followed by two years in the Home Fleet Training
Squadron (HMS Implacable) as Flag Lieutenant
and Staff Ccmmunications Officer and a further
spell of a year instructing at HMS Mercury, teaching the RN Long Course. At the time of Suez in
1956 Captain Morgan was serving as First

Lieutenant of HMS Urtdirte and was promoted

East; for two years in the Signal Division at
Admiralty; for two and a half years in Washington DC and finally two years as Executive Officer
Lochiny'ur.

lired there for l6 !'ears. He relieved Captain
B. H. Kent RN as captain of HMS Mercury on

THE POINTS ASSESSMENT ON YOUR 5264C
IT
ln the last edition of THE CouuuNtclron I pronrised you a breakdown of the meanings of the points
assessment in the S264C if i,'ou had the lowest number of points. ie, 11. The Section III of your form might

-

look something like this:

'Not an outstanding senior rating with poor dress standards and little moral fibre. He is not active
socially, lacks a sense of humour and is usually first ashore. His powers of leadership are limited and he is
not recommended for promotion.'
Section

II would have the following

assessments:

A sscssment

M euning

Poor knowledge of his job
Needs constant supervision
Shows little interest in his job
Somewhat dull
A poor organiser

Could not describe a bi-stable trigger circuit*
Drank the SCO's tea at Action Messing
Asked for a dal"s leave to r.'isit a sick wife
Has onlr three'O' levels

Not a good leader --- does not achieve adequate
resul ts

Called the CY a '****' over cleaning stations

Does not work well with others
Tends to be set in his ways

Not very reliable

Likely to play safe -- may fail under
Poor personal qualities

Comms team lost the inter part soccer final
Works harder than his subordinates

stress

Smokes a pipe
Chatted up SCO's bird at staff run ashore
Backs the favourite in the big race
Seen wearing a sweater and jeans ashore

And of course the amplification remarks in Section II[:
Not an outstanding senior rating
Quiet and sober
Poor dress standards
Little moral fibre

Gets his suits through slops

Not active socially
Lacks sense of humour
Usually first ashore
Limited powers of leadership
Not recommended for promotion

Hobbies include stamp collecting, do-it-yourself
Does not laugh at SCO's sick jokes
Plans his work well

Reads Plnyeoy magazine

Soft spoken
Face does not fit

So you see, things are not quite so bad as they ma)' seem, so there is no need to slink into the corner
and sulk. Of course, if you compare the meanings of the highest score and the lowest score you will
probably agree that the chap who is a good all round average rating with a score of 55 is the chap who is
really doing well and a useful member of the team !

*A trigger circuit which has two quasi-stable or stable states and which requires an appropriate excitation
in each state to cause a transition to the other. The successive transitions may be caused by the appropriate excitation first of one and then of the other of two input circuits, or b-v the alternation of two dillerent
excitations

of a single input circuit.
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OPS POOL

CCMMUNICATIONS DIVISION
MANAGEMENT (CDM)

The Comnrunication Branch. unique as usual.
has had an operations pool of manpower for

Only the name has changed, the management
problem has been with us for years.
A new sec':icn was established in G Section

THE COMMUNICATIONS

about 25 years: an arrangement which is the envy
perhaps about to be

of many other Branches and
copied by sonre.

This pool. usually known as the OXP

consists

of abor-rt 50 Communication ratings ranging from
a Chief Radio Supen,isor (there has never been
a CC Y in the pool) down to RO2s of all sub
specialisations. Unfortr,rnately there seems to be
some n-:ystery about their terms of reference and
the method of obtaining their services. This is
not surprising as these are contained in DCI (R)
13i68 which is unlikely to be still available in
manv p)aces. lt is not possible to quote the DCI
in full in this short article but. briefly, applications
may be made for additional Communication ratings for national and NATO exercises, for special
trials and for augmenting complements in emergencies or special operations. Applications must,
of course, be made through the appropriate chain
of command and the earlier made. the greater the
chance of success. Ships should lirst consult
'FLAGO 0911'. It is always prudent, on ever-v
application. to include Centurion and Mercury as
information addresses.

ciurir:g the Spring Term to take over the PJT
trairrirg of senior r;ttes and career courses in
('onrms Div Managenrent. The aim of the section
is to ensure that the senicr rates of all sub specs

for management u,ithin his
own sub division. the Communications Division

understand the need

and the ship, and to:
L act as a divisional senior rate.
2. be able to match the comms ratings and
nraterial in a ship to meet the communicaticns requirenrents.
3. be acquainted with the ship management
systems being introduced into the fleet.
'fhe above aims are similar to all the courses
career for PJT, the content varying to suit the
needs of the various courses.
The PJT is now of two weeks' duration. week I
nrainly receiving information on the aim and
week 2 in praciising the planning me'h:ds taught
in week l.
Whilsi on about the management systems being
introduced into the Fleet, here are scme IighthearteC definitions
terms

MbO

The current DCI is being rewritten. Where the
new version will end up is not yet decided. It
may go into BR 14 (the drafting regulations) or
be published as another DCI. What is known is
that the rules will not be materially dilTerent fronr
those existing at the moment.

O&M

What about the men in the pool? Although
they are drafted in to the OXP as part of their
normal drafting cycle, the turbulence associated
with the job is recognised. For this reason, time

in the pool is recorded as Port Service, with

a

roster adjustment toward sea time. Sometimes this
turbulence can be acute. One LRO(T) left Mercury on a loan. OXP draft. four months and five
ships later. we got him back. Another member
of the OXP, a Radio Superviser was mowing
his lawn one Sunday afternoon. two days later he
was on a Beira patrol. However, it is not all graft
and this year has seen members of the OXP in
Naples. the West Indies (twice), in London, where
the dress of the day is lounge suits, up the Gulf.
in Singapore and Portugal. not to mentjon such

well-known flesh pots as Rosyth, Malta, Gib,
Pli,r-nouth and Portland. All that is required from
the OXP is a stiff upper lip, a concise knowledge
of travel expense claim regulations. a good kit.
a stout suitcase, a long suffering wife and a
nodding acquaintance with the 'X' factor. But
above all. a sound professional knowledge

job.
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of his

CR

for 'in'

management words or

:-

M,rNaceN4ENT By Os.,EcrroNs. This entails
leaving the making of constructive sugges';ions to others and confining oneself to
a critical appraisal of them. It is related to
IMF (lnverted Micau'ber Factor-always
waiting for somethir:g to turn down.)

OpposrrroN ,rNo Moorpr(,{TroN. The classic
technique for rendering harmlc-ss proposals

to change things. Sufficient opposition is
applied to blunt the attack u'hich is then
modified, piecemeal. to the point where it
is actually going in the opposite direction.
OpEN Restsre,N(-E. A more b:rsic technique
that denies the enemy entry so that he
cannot even collect any facts on which to
base an attack. In effect you say 'You come
into my department over my dead body'.
Be

caref

ul; they may think this is

an

attractive route.
Management.

Cetting things done within

an

organisation despite people.
Delegaiion. Playing it pear shaped.
Whatever you think of management and its
techniques remember

it

management options,

bility with a

does give you 'integrated

total organisational fleri-

systematised monitored capabilitl'.
So at any given time you can have a srnchrcnised

incremenial projection using conrpaiible third
to give a balanced policy
concept using functional digital programming
clLrring an optional transitional time phase.
Remember, 'Award yourself r CD\l'-(course).
generation hardware

SO HO1V ABOUT
by RS

IT

THEN?

Jones

ln the 'good old days' of communications-so
they say-when Lord Louis was out in the Med
and all was well down the Gut, circuits thereabcuts r,rere efficient, speedy and disciplined-held

, little thing called
a 'Nifty Pink Chitty'. Any errors, p,rocedural or
otherwise, so we're told, were pointed out to the
PO(Tel) of the guilty vessel, by a Nifiy Pink Chitty
together. would you believe, by

through the mail to the effect that 'Your operator

on

circuit at

time. did etc. etc. .

.'
There were nasty consequences---dog watch biffers
and things, but the Chitty was obviously effeciive.
Today. we need a Nifty Pink Chitty. or something very much like it, more than ever. Only this
time, not for the benefit of erring operators or

indeed Communicators in general, but for the
benefit of that star of Stage, Screen and RNCP 9

--The

Releasing Officer! !
Fleet Broadcasts are becoming, on occasioi:s, so
ol'erloaded that re-runs can't be fitted in, and a
Minor Relay station showed a rumoured traffic
load increase of 149;1 last year. Next year, it could

increase again.

But how can this be? Our

ccmmunications

systems are faster and nrore elllcient than ever
before. Quile s-mply. too many signals are being
mrde. More precisely. too many ututecessery signa s are being made. Scmethirg really has to be
done about it. But what?
One answer could be to ask the addressee who
receives a signal, the contenis of which he knows
could very well have been passed by nrail, to let
the originatcr know about it. A Nifty Pink Chitty'l
cg, It is considered that the below mentioned
s'gnals released by your office were unnecessary and the contents could have satisfactorily been passed to the addressee by
mail. Your l313l7Z Jun, 1519152 Jun and
l3l414Z Jun refer.

.

Y'see, most

of them know not what they

do

they only need telling. Then, most important

of all, having been told, offered an alternative.
As a possible alternative, how about this brilliant idea of the '70s: let the MCO deal with these
signals acceptable for transmission by mail. (No
extra work for our Rel Off friend whatsoever!)

They could then be put in standard

message

format, distributed in the normal way on receipt
and despatch and filed in the MCO as for ordinary
signals. This probably sounds silly, but a signal
sent by Air Mail could be called- 'for want of a
better word, an 'Airgram' . . by ordinary mail,
how about calling it a 'Postagram"l
It's generally agreed that something is needed to
relieve the present traffic load on communications
circuits by cutting down on these unnecessary
signals and y'never know, this 'Airgram-Postagram'

idea could very well catch on. and perhaps help

enormously.

Y'know, it's funny why no one
of it before!

else has thought

Although. just a moment! Is all this really such
a 'new idea"l
You're dead right! Someone has thought of it
before
and it's still a vital part of this communications system of

ours-but is

How often is it used?
Right again ! ! Hardly ever!
So how about it then?

it?

!

IO NATO MARINEFERNMELDE
WETTKAMPF
by Lieut SD(C) Collins
On Thursday, June 22, 19'72, a typically

coo[,

wet, English-type summer day. a small band of
men, ROs Ham. Morris and Johnson led by CRS
Ken Ashcroft, left the cloistered comforts of the
STC HMS Drake. Ahead of them lay a short
initiative-cum-orienteering test organised through
the well-known travel combine SABC/BAOR. Via
London, Luton, Hanover, Hamburg and Nuimunster, by a permutation of feet. coach, train and
aircraft, they eventually arrived at their goal
Flensburg, on the German-Danish border.
The route taken is believed known to navigators
as a perverted great circle track, but the 36 hours
involved were worth it in the end. En route. apart
froin enhancing one member's education by learning what RTO stood for, al1 w'ere goggle-eyed at
the impressir,e cleanliness of public areas and
tran:portation. and the smartness and obvious
pride in their environment of public employees.
That was east of the English Channel of course,
lrence the oft heard remark to the effect 'lf only
UI( were like this'.

Anyway, wishful thinking gets you nowhere:
the quiet. smooth running, continuous track,
German railway did. To the MARINEFERNI'','IELDSCHULE, MURWIK, FLENSBURG, the

alma mater of German Communicators, just in time

for the welcoming reception held in the CPOs'
Mess for all the teams contesting the lOth Annual
Navcomcomp. [ncidentally, all members of com-

peting nations were victualled and accommodated
in the CPOs' mess irrespective of rank. Without
fear of contradiction it can be recorded that a
good time was had by all, even by the member who
lost a little weight due to the shortage of roast

beef and Yorkshire pudding (or was it 'oggies').
Like the man said 'Beer may be Best' but the

'Wurst is Worse'.
So to the Competition. The response to the call
for volunteers to uphold the good name of the
Branch was a welcome improvement on previous
y-ears, especially when you consider that Morse
CW and Flashing are fast becoming dying arts and
the standards required are very high. Regretfully

only the best three volunteers can be

entered

annually but the team that represented you all in

no way let you down. For example. to collect a
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TEAM AT THE STC HMS 'DRAKE' BEFORE THE COMTHE TRAINING TEAM
PETITION STARTED
Standing, L to R: ROI(G) Ham, HMS 'Albion', RO2(G) Morris, HMS 'Albion',
ROI(T) Gray, HMS 'Euryalus', RO2(G) Barlow, HMS 'Dolphin', RO2(G) Cross,
HMS 'Albion', ROI(D Johnson, HMS 'Fife'.
Seated: Commodore S. F. Berthon, COMDRAKE, Lieut D. Flower, Training Officer at STC, CRS

K. Ashcroft, RN team trainer, CCY J. Silvester, assistant trainer.

THE RN TEAM FLENSBURG GERMANY AFTER THE CO}IPETITION

RO2(G) Morris with third prize for morse reception; Captain B. H. Kent ADC CSS;
ROI(T) Johnson with communication quiz trophy; Lieut C. S. Collins team manager; ROI(G) Ham with second prize for teletype transmission; and CRS K. Ashcroft

team trainer, with trophy donation document
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cigarette case as the third prize in Morse CW
reception, as did RO2 Morris of HMS Albion,
lor 98 per cent accuracy at 36 wpm for a period

of 20 minutes, is no mean feat.
The whole statistical story is printed in RNSO
56 72, which you will have read long before this
article is printed. However. it is only right to mention once more the outstanding achievement of
the RN team, the winning of the very elegant
trophy you may have admired in HMS Drake or
more recently in HMS Mercury, that was for
coming top in the Communication Quiz. Which
only goes to prove that not only can you handle
a firearm efiectively and swim a little faster than
most, but you also know your books and procedures.

It is well known that 'all work and no play
dull boy', and as is usual with the
Navcomcomp the happy medium was achieved
makes Jack a

during the nine day stay in Flensburg. Apart from
the weekends. all forenoons and three afternoons
were taken up with ceremonial and various competitive events, and the remaining hours of each
24 lef t no room for boredom.
A tour of Flensburg and adjacent areas on the
first Saturday afternoon enlightened everyone as
to the delights of Baltic coastal resorts. and of the
closeness of the Danish border. The Fjord is the
natural border, supplemented by a narrow spit of
land, and the natives ply back and forth across
both with the minimum of inconvenience, freely

enjoying the best of both worlds. Although a
notable Lord may not agree that that which greets
you immediately on crossing into Denmark is
either the best or enjoyable. Certainh there u'ere
no complaints at the Competition wash-up.
Sunday was devoured b-v* a first class tour of
the district of Schleswig-Holstein. which man.v* of
you will know: the K iel canal runs through it.

The highlight of the day was a visit to the Olympic

Sailing Village and Basin. My literary talent
would not do justice to such a magnificent place
but anyone interested in the organisation of an
epic starting from scratch, or with boats, was
reallf in his element. No doubt press and TV
coverage will have filled in the gaps for me.
On the Wednesday afternoon, all teams attended

a civic reception in the town hall. given by the
Mayor. Apart from being the classic example of

all local government offices

centralised under one

roo[, in a fine modern building together with halls
and parlours for civic functions, it was especially
interesting to the RN team. Flensburg has a twin
city liasion with Carlisle, of rvhich they are very
proud, with regular exchange visits taking place
at all levels of the communitr'.
Add to the above the many close friendships
established between members of the various teams,
and the unstinted hospitality of our German hosts,
you have yet another great happening for the
memory bank.

Sorry you didn't make it. How about next year
then

?

The detail and venue for the '73 competition
have yet to be decided, but it is hoped that the
DCI will be out before long. In fact you may have
read it before this article goes to print. Wherever
the I I th NAVCOMCOMP takes place you can rest
assured it will be well worth aiming now to be
one of the team.
The 'Challenge Trophl for Good Communica-

tions' is still firmlr in the grip of ltal1, for the
fourth consecutive )ear. Just a little more enthusiasn-r and a spot of hard work on your part

could help move it to this side of the Channel.
Brush up your natural ability now and volunteer
at the first opportunity. Having read this article,
'you know it makes sense'.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Sir.

Dear Sir,

Henley-on-Thames RNR CTC is still advancing
slowly towards completion, an op,eration which has
not been particularly helped by various strikes, go
slows etc.
We would still like any eligible ex Communicators residing in the Thames Valley area who are
interested in continuing their connection with the

RN by giving their spare time services to the
RNR, to contact us. We could do with some
experienced personnel to help utilise to the full

what should eventually be a very fine Clentre.
It may be of some advantage to all Communicators to know that Henley ( TC has a fairly large
car parking area and any of them visiting the
town for business or pleasure would be welcome

to use this facility on production of

Service

Identification.

J. W. E. KnsoN. CRS
Permanent Staff Instructor.

In answer to the question in TsE

cAToR,

Corvlr'tuNr-

'Why did the semaphore have three arms?'.

The answer would appear to be that the third
arm was probabl-v used for Special Signs.
CCY Ball.

(see page I 10)

Dear Sir,

It would seem that the Royal Nall' has a new
method of signalling groups from the International
Code. During the ship's stay at Gib

it was noted

that a Leander class frigate was fl_ving Pennant
Four Romeo Yankee. This from a Captain 'F' as

it must be right. If this method of signal- to become the 'in' thing, request the releling is
vant publications be amended and the Merchant
fleet be informed. The oifending ship's pennants
were put at the dip but this was not recognised.
well

R. Fonnrsrrn, Sig

RFA Relianr
107

Dear Editor.

Can you please enlighten us and, I believe. a
lot of Communicators who have yet to see the

latest developments at Leydene

Why is

the

- on a public
officer of the watch office situated
road and a good 200 yards from the entrances to

HMS Mercury?
Perhaps this could be the subject of one of 1'our
competitions with perhaps a prize of an 1S-month
spell of duty as OOW. QM, BM or OOW's messenger according to rate held by the competitor
or judged to have given the best answer.
Yours perplexed,
JouN TnouAS, RO2
HMS Mercury.

Dear Sir,

I don't know if you are publishing the official
photograph of the comms department here at
Heron in the next issue, but if you are, perhaps
you would also like to publish the unofficial one
of 'B' watch (as it used to be before leave). As you
can see. Long John Silver still lives.
Yours faithfully,
ANN Ponrgn.

(Bt, Ed Happy to obligc.)

of the

keystones of our Committee. the former
Mess President. Fleet CRS Bill Bernard. Bill has
been a tou'er of strength at the last two reunions

but he and his family are now enjoying the sunshine of Mauritius and we envy them every
n-roment of it. If not a rest it is at least a change
to arranging about 70 bed and breakfasts for
Iong distance travellers to the reunion and all the
other details rvhich, of necessity, fall on the Mess
President's shoulders. We welcome Fleet CRS John

Eiibeck as his successor to our Committee and
know that we will receive the same kindness and
co-operation which his predecessors have given us.
On Saturday September 9 the Association held

its fcurth annual re-union in the Mess. l8C
members attended and spent a very enjoyable

evening. This, in spite of an interruption during the

evening which, in its way, added a little to the
excitement and made the older members realise

that discipline still exists especially when an
authoritative voice says 'Clear the Mess'. The
Mess was duly cleared with an alacrity they had
not thought possible.
That same afternoon about 40 members assembled in HMS Mercrrr,v to be shown around the
Establishment and see something of present day
ccmmunications. The oldest of these was aged 8l
and his remarks defy imagination. Fleet CRS
Dave Bignell. serving in HMS Fife, very kindly
arranged for about a dozen of this party to go
onboard and see the Communications lay-out of
a modern warship. This opportunity was greatly
appreciated by everyone who attended. This pre'
lude to the evening's re-union set the seal on a
very enjoyable day which it will be hard to repeat.
Our sincere thanks to all those who gave up an
afternoon's leave to make this possible.
Shcrtly after the re-union a letter was sent to
HMS Mert'ury' informing us of the whereabouts
of an ex Chief Yeoman of Signals aged 9l living
in Bournemouth. This old gentleman, a Mr Austin,
joined the Navy in 1898 and went to pension in
1922. We have been in touch with him through
Tom lves. one of our members who lives

in
Bournemouth. Tom has been to see him on several

occasions. We presented Mr Austin with an
Association Tie and he was invited to visit HMS

Merutry. Unfortunately although mentally
RO Stan Barlow, LRO Jan Steer, RO2 Ted Elliott

RN COMMUNICATION CHIEFS'
ASSOCIATION
by the Hon

Secretary

In October we bade farewell to our retiring
Vice-President, Captain B. H. Kent, MBIM, RN
on his relinquishing command of HMS Mercurl,
anC vr'elccmcd Captain R. Cl. Morgan RN as his
successor. Before his departure Captain Kent
kindly accepted an invitation to become our
second Honorary Life Vice-President.
We have also had to wish 'bon voyage' to one
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100",,

he has difficulty getting about but he hopes to be

able to come this way in the Spring or early
Summer next year.
It may seem strange

in these days of modern
and speedy communications but Mr Austin
sent us a very worthy addition to our
Museum in the shape of an official 'PIGEON
SERVICE MESSAGE FORM' which had been in
his possession for over 50 years. This Form shows
the Latitude and Longitude in which the pigeons
were released. wind speed and direction and the
Date/Time of release.
On behalf of all Members of the RN Communication Chiefs' Association a very Happy Christmas.
a good leave and all goocl fortune in the New Year.

RECENT CHANGES IN ADVANCEMENT WHICH AFFECT YOU
(By T2)
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l. For full details, see DC[ (RN) 767l7]. CLrrrent DCI's. RNCP 15 Chap 4, and BRI066 Chap ll.
Ratings who pass the Provisional Examination for LRO must also have passed NAMET before
the-v can be rated ROI and be eligible for scaleA pay.(DCI) (T) 827 lT2refers.
J. Passing the Provisional Exanrination also establishes a Basic Date for Advancement to the

2.

4.

5.

6.

next higher rate.
Ratings who fail their Professional C-'ourse, lose their Basic Date. ROI's rate and scale A par. Thel
mLlst reapply. and. if they pass a Provisional Eramination they do not qualify'for scale A pal'
or ROI's rate until they pass the Professional Examination. The-v do hou'ever establish a Basic
Date for Advancement.
Application for recommendation for the next higher rate (and pror,'isional,'professional exanrination), may be made at any time after being rated RO2.
The same basic cycle applies to LRO's appll,ing for the PO Rate.
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COMMUNICATION PLANNING
by CRS Challinor (X

Section)

One of the constant problems facing Communi-

cators over the years has been to present an
cquipment stateboard which would give an instant
picture to the Communicator and other users of
equipment allocation and availability. The use of
the 'Bar Chart' method of presentation has been
welcomed in ships and particularly in HMS
Dryctd, for its simple and clear form of presenta-

tion along with the instant indication of

equipments are most readily available

to

which
meet

whatever exigency occurs.
(See Bar Chart on facing page)
It will be seen from the example that this form

of chart has the following advantages:
l. Communicators and non-communicators can
understand it.

2. There is a quick and easy reference to
equipments and circuits in use.

3. The chart can cover a whole operation/
exercise as opposed to giving a purely day-today state.
Highlight heavy loading periods.

4.
5. It is easy to correct in the event of changes.
The items the bar chart fails to cover are the
remote user positions and the forces taking part.

Allowing for the fact that a circuit is nearly

always remoted to the same user position, a state

board similar to that shown below. (A) can be
displayed in the MCO and in the Ops room as
can a simple indication of those forces which are
taking part in the various serials (B).

Comments on the use of this system would be
rnost welcome from the users at sea.

SEMAPHORE

-

by TI

CIRCA

1889

Our illustration in the Summer Edition of TrtE
CoruuuNtce.roR showed signalmen and a mechanical semaphore of the period. In those days the

'Mechanical Semaphore' was known as 'Fixed
Semaphore'.

The machine is unusual in appearance to those
of us who used the two-armed mechanical semaphore which was in use immediately before and
during the last war, in that it has four arms. These
arms were used as follows.

The lower, short horizontal arm was an indica-

tion to the receiving operator, on which side the

cycles of semaphore were starting, ie, 'A' was
on the reader's left as he faced the transmitter.
The alphabet was formed using two of the upper
arms in the same manner as is used in the
INTERCO today. The fourth arm was used to
augment those arms used for alphabetical signs.
in order to produce 'Special Signs'. The Special
Signs were used to signal data from particular
chapters of the Auxiliary Signal Book, General

Signal Book, Boats Signal Book, Vocabulary
Signal Book and List of Navy. They were also
used to indicate the characteristics of aiter course

signals such as the tslue Pendant. Numerals were

indicated by the use of a two-armed sign, the
only one unused in the alphabetical cycles, ie,

D and E signalled together

as one sign, this was

known as the numeral sign. Flence by use of

special signs and numerals the fleet in those
s could be manoeuvred by semaphore.
The coming of sunset each evening in no way
limited the use of this versatile machine, at night
the arms uere illuminated and transmissions were
made b1 the usual dal light method. After sunset
however its nanrc changed to, 'Electric Semaphore'. would rou believe? . .
dar

.

WINE

MAKING III

b.y Lieut-Comdr

G.

F-roud

In this article I shall deal rvith the
and making a typical wine.

hy'drometer

The hydrometer is a scientific instrunrent

used

measuring the specific gravity (the density or
weight) of a liquid in which it is floated. The

for

hydrometer is a great help in ensuring consistent
results. Don't be put off by the fact that it is a

scientific instrument, in principle it is quite a
simple device; by means of it the wine maker
can:

a. calculate how much sugar there is in any
natural juice or 'must';

b. determine how much sugar to add to a juice
to produce a wine of the desired strength;
c. check on the progress of a fermentation;
d. calculate within reasonable limits the strength
of a finished wine.
The hydrometer consists of a short, hollow,
glass tube about J" in diameter, weighted with

mercury and attached to a long narrow stem about
i" in diameter containing a graduated scale or
scales. normally printed on rvhite paper. It is used
in conjunction with a glass te'st jar of about 11"
in diameter and approximately an inch taller than
the hydrometer. The jar is used to contain the
liquid to be tested and in which. the hydrometer
is floated.
As defined in Tne Cor,tvuNlceron Winter l97l
edition, fermentation involves the conversion by
yeast, of sugar into alcohol and carbon dioxide.
It follows therefore that if we c:In discover how
much sugar is used up during the course of
fermentation, we can calculate the amount of
alcohol that has been produced, or how strong
the wine is. The more sugar there is in a liquid,

the thicker and denser it will be, ie, the greater
its gravity the better it wrll support anything
floating in it. To measure different gravities we
must have some sort of scale and the most convenient basic standard from which to start is that
of water, which is therefore given the arbitrary
value of 1.000. In water the hydrometer floats at
the mark on the top of the scale at 1.000. In
liquids the density of which is greater than water,
the hydrometer floats higher and in a liquid less
dense than water, the hydrometer will float lower.

It f ollows therefore that in a liquid

containing
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fruit juice and sugar (which is denser than water)
the hydronreter will float at a point on the scale
corresponding to the quirntity of sugar dissolved
in the water. On the other hand. if the liquid is a
wine in which all the sugar has been fermented
to alcohol (which is lighter than rvater) then the
reading witl be Iess than I .000.
To use your hydronreter. pour some of the
juice to be measured into the test jar. spin the

hydrcmeter to get rid of any air bubbles clinging
to its sides (these can seriously aftect the reacling).
When the hydrometer is still, take the reading
with the eye at surface level, the true reading is
where the main surface level of the liquid cuts

the

scale.

me to quote only one example in
the use of the hydrometer and perhaps the mclst
Space allows

interesting one

of all is how to calculate

with

some degree clf accuracy the strength of your

finishecl wine. This can only be done if you
record the specific gravity of the 'must' aftar lhe
sugar is added but ltelorc fermentation has begun
and by taking the specific gravity again at the encl
of the fermentation. The final reading is sub-

tracted fronr the Iirst, giving the 'drop' (caused
by the fernrentation), which is divided by 7.36,
giving the percentage of alcohol by volunre in the
finished wine.

eg, The initial specific gravity :
The fina I
..
.. E

:

Drop

I .100

1.000
100

100
7.36

by volume.
Should we wish to turn the strength in percent-

age of alcohol into terms
multiply by 7la.

cg.

I3.5",' alcohol

of proof spirit. we
by volume : 13.5 x 7
4

: 23.6'proof.
The above exanrple is of course approximate but
cases be accurate enough for the
average rvine maker.

will in nornral

\{aking A Typical Wine
In view of the time of the year, I

have chosen

for your first effort. Parsnip Wine.
INCREDIEN-TS

4 Ib parsnips
and slicecl)
3 lbs sugar

I gallon

2

water

(scrubbed

I orange
i oz Bakers yeast
(Sherry or Burgundy
yeast is also suitable)

lemons

METHOD

Boil the parsnip slices and the thinly peeled rinds
lemons and orange in the water, until the
parsnips are just tender. Do nctt overboil or you
will have trouble in clearing your wine. Strain
the liquid onto the sugar ancl stir well. When
lukewarnr (70'F) add the yeast and the fruit
juices. l-eave f or 24 hours. well covered in a warm

of the
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place. Pour into a fermenting jar and fit an airlcck. [-eave to ferment to a finish in a warm
place. Remove to a cooler place for a week or so
before siphoning off into a clean storage jar. Fill
the jar to iust below the cork. Leave for six months
then siphon oll into bottles, then 'Cheers'.
Beer Making

Many C onrnrunicators will remember Lieut
A. W. (Bcrt) Garton. Bert is well known in the
Porismouth and Fareham districts as an outstanding beer-maker. I'm sure you will be pleased
to learn that he has recently qualified as a

National Beer Judge. This is no mean feat and we
offer him our sincerc congratulations. I am pleased
to inform you that he has very kindly agreed to
cover the sublect ol Beer-Making in the next two
editions ol THe ColrvunlcaroR, ie, Spring and
Summer 1973. and for thosc interested in this
hobby, this offers an ercellent opportunity to learn

something

to

advantage.

CROSS( NUMBER
('dr
otrrpiled hy

Across
l. Aperfectsquare
,1. Square root ol I ac
X squarc root
o[ -5 ac
-5. A perfect square
7. Turn around 3 ac
8. A perfect square
9. A prime number
10. A perfect square
1 I. A perfect cube
13. Twice 9 ac
15. An even number
16. (The fourth root
of 8 ac) X 7 ac
17. Turn round the

l-t

MHJ

W'ill(:ox

sqllare root of

lldn
ltt. A prinrc number
Down

l. A perfect square
l. A perfect square
-1. A prime number
4. A prime number
6. (The square of
3 ac) * 10,000
I l. 7 ac squared
- -l ac X 9 ac
12. A perfect cube
half ol 8 ac
13. A prime number
14. A prime number

(There are NO ZEROS in the solution)

-

GOING THE ROUNDS IN MERCURY

ffi

The Captain
Captain R. C. N{organ

The

The Commander

Training Commander

Commander

Commander

P. A. C. Harland

[. F. Grant

CBO Mr W. C.

Bugg
F. Cave

Gl Lt-Cdr D.
GCl Lieut M. Murphy
GMI Sub-Lieut T. Pratt
IDO Mr R. R. Davies

Kl
MACO
Ol

STAFF

Lt-Cdr A. G. M. A. Provest
Lt-Cdr R. A. Thompson
Lt-Cdr O. D. Sommerville-Jones
SA(FT) Lieut C. S. Collins
SORT Lt-Cdr C. W. Williarns
SOTAC Lt-Cdr B. Burns

KELLY SQUADRON

This term has been a quiet one all in all. The
comings and goings of instructors and officers
goes on as always and of course the departure of
New Entry Communicators to their first ships.
On the sporting front the Squadron has been
well represented in Establishment teams for soccer,
rugby and cross-country and those selected have
acquitted themselves well. In the RN Youth Cup
Mcrcury is through to the semi-finals. Sorry we
lost.

Within the Squadron the inter-division soccer
matches have been keenly contested with Somerville winning the 7-a-side competition.
One event which is awaited at the time of rvriting

is the amalgamation of the Kelly Club with

the

Mercury Club. This will give the Squadron more
facilities, especially in off duty hours. and a more
permanent feeling of belonging to the Ship's
Company.
Those who have been in the Squadron over the
p,ast year will be pleased to hear that K3 (Sub-Lt

Wilton is now Lieut Wilton.

SOTD Lt-Cdr

P. Clark

Tl
Lt-Cdr D. Dobson
TPO Lieut M. A. Nugent
TRO Mr C. P. Oliver
Wl Lieut T. B. Mitford

CI{RISTMAS EXTRAVAGANZA

Tradition denrands that the annual Christnras

Stage Show should be of the highest standard. We
are assured by the producer (Lieut Derek Sayer) that
this year's extravaganza will uphold the tradition,

and appeal not only to the inmates ol l-eydene,
but to a much wider audience.
Five performances are anticipated, with separate
shows being given for children and the local area
Senior Citizens. The Mercury players intend to
provide a sparkling opening to the 1972 Christmas season and we prclmise a full report (including
photographs) of 'ALADDIN' in c'rur Spring edition.

CROSSWORD SOLUTION

Across: I. Riband; 5. Penal: 10. Decimal currency; ll. Amn-runition: 12. Much: 14. Steward:
15. Swingle: 16. Oneness: I8. Musical: 20. Note:
ll. Full result: 23. Traditionalists: 24. Yards: 25.

Codist.

Dowrt: 2. Incompetent man\: 3. Anrnroniated:
4. Dilated: 5. Plunrous: 6. Norm: 7. Language
courses: 8. Ideals: 9. Ly chee; I 3. Misspelledl

16.

Ornate: 17. Studies: lt3. Melanic: 19. Latest:

22.

Liar.
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FAREWELL TO CAPTAIN KENT
hand of officer). Needless to say,

as

the result of further study by l9
erudite Signal Officers it was found
necessary to issue Change I by 'rush'
distribution the following morning !
At 1400 on October 24, Captain
Kent was towed away in his official
car from the Main House by all the
officers of Mercury and he was some$hat m\stified when the driver then

took him on a long and unfamiliar
route to his home. This allowed time

for the Signal Officers of the 'Fleet'
to proceed with despatch by bus to
Petersfield. When Captain Kent arrived at the jetty. eight boats were
in FORM I (Tl--Guide). The main
body. rejoicing in the name of 'Lady

The Flagship. A happy and efficient ship
Captain B. H. Kent, ADC, Royal Navy

was

relieved by Captain R. C. Morgan, Royal Navy

Captain. Signal School on Thursda),. October

as

24,

1972.

Prior to this date various suggestions w'ere made

to the t1,pe of 'send olI'u'e should give Captain
Kent on his retirenrent after 32 years service in the
Royal Navy. 2-5 of which were served as a Signal
Officer. Some suggestions were uninspiring, others
were good but impracticable, and whilst it is traditional to row the Captain ashore for the last time.
attempting this fronr the second highest hill in
Flampshire presents difficulties even in
the wettest cloud which normally enas

Penelope'. was manned with the Commander and Commander X in the
engine room harnessing the enormous
engines of one oar power each, with
the Training Commander weighing

down the stern as OTC.
As soon as Captain Kent embarked, the Fleet
got underway witnessed by a large gathering of

rather startled ducks. A number of
manoeuvres followed. each one

intricate

executed
silk hand-

meticulouslr b-v the OTC raising a
kerchief with his right hand, repeated similarly in
all 'ships' and then hauled down. Captain Kent
was heard to shout 'Station' from time to time, but
FORM F DIV and a final Gridiron were achieved
with precision and without collision ! (For the
record: one signal officer was heard to remark

shrouds the Alma Mater. However.

some 72 hours before Captain Kent's
departure a decision rvas made to row
him on the last stage of his journey
across the vast expanse of Petersfleld

Lake to his home which borders the

Sussex Road along the water's edge.
Eight rorving boats (tu,o-seater) and

one barge (four-seater) were

out of reserve. The

called

Commander

(Commander Patrick Harland). Conrmander X (Commander Hugh Faulkner) and Training Comnrander (Conr-

mander Ian Grant) and I6 Signal

Officers were appointed for immediate
sea service and summoned to a secret

briefing on October 23 in the Senior
Officers' Presentation Room where a
number of complicated manoeuvres
\\rere devised. argued and exercised

at marching pace on the floor of

auditorium.

the

The formations were drawn oLlI
ease of reference) and issued (b-v

(lor
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The Main Body
Captain Kent signifying approval of a particularly intricate
manoeuvre just carried out by the main body. The engine-room
staff ready to meet any order
especially either ahead
astern,
- intention to go ahead orwith
and the Command indicating its
all
despatch. Keeping a go,od look-out, a ship of the screen

Enemy in Sight
Submarine periscope in sight bearing
Red 135. The main body and screen

about to take the necessary steps to
comb the tracks

afterwards that he had achieved his

lifetime ambition of performing a
Gridiron for the first time since he

had joined the Royal Navy in 1939albeit in a rowing boat on Petersfield

t

l-ake.)

*."

The event was given good press
and TV coverage and the Gridiron

lit

came out remarkably well in Southern
TV's 'Day by Day'.
Captain Kent was greeted rvith
champagne as he stepped (safel) )

a fitting end to a happl
commission
and a distinguished
career. All Communicators wish him
good fortune in his new career and

&

ashore

_'*&

a long and happy sojourn in his house

overlooking the scene of his

::

s

last

Naval occasion.

And Just Rewards

Mrs Kent, Commander
Harland and Lieutenant-Commander
Captain and

Daubney enjoying

a glass of chamA good time

pagne and a good ioke.

was had by all

ADYANCEMENT ROSTERS
List 'A'
Rostcr

for:

RS
LRO(G)

Total points of
top eligible man.
213

CY
LRO(T)

I5I
66

Roster

for: Total

RS(W)

points of
top eligible man.
te2

Total points of men on rosters in List 'A' are aduith DCI(RN) 76'7 71. Points
shou'n against nren on List'B'are as held at
Norember 30. 1971. ir,, total points gained up to.
and including. those aw'arded on Form 5507 for
justed in accordance

rr8

LRO(W) rNT (BD

List 'B'

2t.t.7 t)

Mal 1971. Dates shown against
the basic dates ol the top men.

INT rosters are
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I/lacanc ies for Ex-servicemen
Airwork Services Limited offer employment
to Ex-Servi ce Ai rcraft and Electro n ic Tech n ician s
who wish to continue their trade
after termination of service.
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Opportunities exist in many parts of
the UK and overseas ofrering
accompanied and unaccompanied
posts.

Enquiries should be addressed
to the Personnel Manager

$ERUICE$ tTD
Bournemouth (Hurn) Airport

THE FLEET CHIEF

PETTY

OFFICERS'AND CHIEF
PETTY OFFICERS' MESS

:,:.

The Prasidcrtl; FCRS J. E. Eilbeck
Vice-Presidcrrt; FCCY T. C. W. Hankey
Mess Murtogcr': CRS R. K. Cinns
Mess Sec'lTre,us: CRS .1. Hilder

('orttntiltea:
CME(M) B. Adlam. ('RS(W) J. Lepparcl.
Staff Sergeant J. Ross
E n t t, r u inm c tt t s (- o nt nti t I t :
CRS P. Shuttlewood. C.RS D. Smullen. R. Mech.
K. Allen, CRS I{. S. Harris
The first edition of TUE ('onuuNr<'AloR appeared

l

w

€*4
X

M t,s.y

t

:

*.,n.,

{

<'

on April lZ, I947, without an article from the
mess. it was not until the Summer edition of I948

#

that the first Chief's article appeared the idea being
and I quote 'To keep our ex and future messnrates

well informed of the latest affairs of the mess'.

Well here goes with the info from the Mess Manager's jotter.
On the mess altairs side of life the major event

has been the change of Fresident as FCRS Bill
Bernard is required for duty in Mauritius. Not
only a change of President but also of tradition.
No longer does the President run the affairs from
his office, this is done by the Mess Manager whilst
the President carries out his training staff duties.
FCCY Paul Kitchen resigned as Vice-President in
anticipation of his appointment to HMS lla.r.

The mess also said farewell to Captain B.

H.

Kent on his retirement and as a memento the nress
presented him with a barometer. The following
day the new ('.S.S. Captain R. C'. Morgan was
introduced to the mess menrbers.
On the social scene, events were soon unclerrvay
with RN(ICA Reunion 72 on September 9 (Two
members did arrive on the l6th!:) Sonrething different this year in the ways of drinks in the car
park with members of the RNARS whilst Mountbatten Block was searched for an IRA bomb.

fortunately a hoax.
The major event of the calendar year was the
annual cocktail party which took place October I I
and as usual an ercellent evening spent with local

John and Mavis Smart

We hope he will be as happy as what we all
thought we were going to be!
councillors. teachers. cltrctors etc. This year the
local M.P. for Peterslield Miss .1. Quinnell joined
us and no doubt picked up some hints f or her
party conference which she attended the following
day.

The filnr and bufiet evenings continue and this
term we have seen and heard 'The Mackenzie
Break' ancl either seen or heard 'Butch Cassicly &
the Sundance Kid'. Hallowe'en is next and committee wives and children have been busy nraking
spiders webs and masks etc. To see us through to
the end of term we have the Xmas draw on
December l3 and EOT Christmas Dance on
December 20. We don't usually run to a hatches.
matches and despatches column but we must
cover the match

of CCY John Smart who has at

long last joined the married men. He had

his

wedding blessed in the Mercury chapel and his
reception in the mess lounge. A day that neither
John nor his civilian guests will forget. ln closing

I uould like to reiterate my

predecessor's com-

ments on the social calendar irnd I quote 'Any
members who would like to join us at our social
hours need only write to the mess manager whcr
will be happy to despatch a copy of the social

calendar to you'.

Bill Bernard handing
over the reins to FCRS John Eilbeck

Retiring president FCRS

Tup ( or'.tr{LINI('AToR is a good nleans of keeping
a history of the Branch and in particular the mess.
To help me compile a complete series of ConrNI-JNI(

Ar'oRs

for the mess trophy case I

would
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H. [l. tlllEDOE

11 PINE WALK
SARISBURY GREEN
SOUTHAMPTON SO3 6DN

&

PAR T1IlER$

TELEPHONE LOCKSHEATH 3324

ALL FORMS INSURANCE
NEGOTIATED AND ARRANGED

PRIVATE DWELLINGHOUSE
AND
COMMERCIAL MORTGAGES

BUILDII,IO SOCIETIES Iilt|ESTt{lEilT AOEilCItS

DAL]FMAN
TO THE
ROYAL NAVY FOR OVER 50 YEARS
TAILORS

AND

OUTFITTERS

H.M.S. ..MERCURY" SHOP
(Manager: Mr.

A. C.

Waterman)

Novol Allotment ond other Credit focilities ovoiloble
Heod Office:

20 QUEEN ST., PORTSMOUTH
Telephone: PORTSMOUTH 21830

Members of the
1t8

I

nterport

Naval Traders Associatlon

welcome any old copies you have.

Ins: FCCY Hankey, FCCK Carfrae.

CRS(W)

O'Clee, CRS Harriss, CRS(U0 Belcher, CRS
Steel, CCY Steel, CCY Robinson, CCY Howard.
CRS Williams, CCY Wilesmith. CCY Betts. CPO
(WTR) Bradford, CPO(WTR) Mepham. REMNI
Woollard.

Outs: CRS Collinson, CRS(W) Edgell, CCY
Standing, CCY Wombwell, CCY Dommersnes,
CCY Partington, CRS Granger.
Releases: CCY Wright, CPO(WTR) pinnel, CRS
Banwell, RMECH Croll, CMEM Pitter,

CRS

Gemmell, CRS Turley.

THE ROYAL NAVAL SADDI,E
CLUB
HMS Mercury entered two teams in the Royal
Naval Saddle club one day event which was held

at HMS Dryud on Sunday September l'7.
won the team and individual competitions

We
when

the event was last held in 1970 and were therefore
eager to come out on top again this year. With

this aim in mind anyone who professed to ride a
horse gathered together in Dryad in the middle of
June. There was a very good turn-out for the
'selector meeting' although one or two of the
professed riders spent more time on the ground
than on the back of a horse. However it was
encouraging

to find so much enthusiasm

and

sufficient potential talent to enter two teams. C Y
Egan, LRO Poynder, Nurse Jameson, PO Ellis and
two gallant offi.cers' wives Mrs Bakers and Mrs
Styles were selected to train for the event. Weekly
training sessions were arranged during July, August
and September and the final selection was made
just prior to the event. Unfortunately PO Ellis
had to drop out as he was selected to compete
in the Inter-Services Pentathlon competition which
was held on the same day and Sally Styles decided
that she rvould prefer to remain a spectator so

Lieut Richardson rvho was undergoing

PWO

coutses at Mcrcrtry and Cmdr Faulkner were
brought into the teams to make up the numbers.
The weather was set fair on the appointed day
and a total of 33 competitors assembled at Dryad
early on the Sunday morning to test their equestrian skills. The competitors. who had never seen,
far less ridden. their various mounts before were
required to do a simple riding test, jump a show
jumping course of 12 fences in a small cross
country course. They were required to ride a
different horse for each stage of the competition.
The general standard of riding was remarkably
high throughoutand much to thedisappointment of
the younger spectators very few competitors were
forced to 'abandon ship.' The Merctrry teams did
extremely welt but unfortunately not quite well
enough to end up 'in the frame'. The Mcrcttry -'A'
Team captained bV CY Egan and including Lieut

-t'
''k{'..i
."o .*,1i

j'ffi#

LRO Poynder, Nurse Jameson, Comdr F'aulkner, Mrs Baker' CY

Egan

ll9

An Account with BERNARDS provides a complete service for uniform and civilian
clothing and prartically every other personal or family requirement.
Personal Service at the Naval Ports and Air Stations plus visits from travelling
representative at home and abroad and sensible credit terms makes purchasing easy
at all times, while for those at H.M.S. Mercury the new Departmental Store at Queen
Street, Portsmouth, is close and handy.
Payment may be made by Naval Allotment, Bankers Order or Giro Account.

C.H. BERNARD & SONS LTD.
BERNARDS CORNER-QUEEN STREET, PORTSMOUTH

And at CHATHAM, PORTLAND, DEAL, DEVONPORT,

DUNFERMLINE,

HARWICH, GRIMSBY, PLYMOUTH, HELENSBURGH, G]BRALTAR AND MALTA
and Station Tailors Shops, LOSSIEMOUTH, ARBROATH, CULDROSE, YEOVILTON,
CORSHAM, LYMPSTONE, H.M.S. Dolphin, H.M.S. Cochrane, H.M.S. Neptune,
H.M.S. Royal Arthur.
Head Office: Anglia House, Harwich, Essex, COl2 3NT. Telephone 728l,.

COMMUNICATE WITH

AITL
THE EXPERTS I1{ UEHIGTE PERSO]{AI EXPORT
We have years of experience in

*Handling all purchase tax and
shipping docu mentation

f

Delivering cars to ports or airfields
of departure/arrival

f,The NAAF! car purchase scheme

*UK self drive hire for servicemen
Petersfield 2151
Alton 83993
Haslemere 3222
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TO: OAKLEYS LTD, LAVANT

STREET,

of your

Personal

PETERSFIELD, HANTS

Please send me details

Export Scheme/Self Drive Hire (delete
applicable)

Type of car

required

.

Country of use (Personal Export)
Rank and Name

Address

as

Richardson and LRO Poynder put

up the

best

performance and managed to gain fourth place in
the Inter-establishment competition. The 'B' teanr

in their 'horse allocation' uhich
made their task that more difficult. Houever a
thoroughly enjoyable afternoon uas had bl alI and
although Mercury did not manage to 'collect an)'
pots' they put up the best performance of all the
teams taking part which do not have their orvn
establishment saddle club and as a result of his
good showing CY Egan u'as selected to ride for
the Navy at the RMA Sandhurst Horse Show.

L)si

7 oF :2/+b oP-=R4 rlo,\p1

Y,L

were unfortunate

SIGNAL SCHOOL MESS 'BUZZES'
by LRO(W) Ken Evans
Reading through the last two copies

of Tnr

CouuuNrc'eroR I have noticed that although
'Chiefs Chatter' and 'PO's Patter' persists nothing
has been brought to light as regards the Signal
School mess. But, believe it or not the Signal
School mess as a whole does still exist. Since I
have been here in Mercury, I have seen three
former mess presidents pass before me. LRO(T)
B. F. Wilkinson (Wilkie). who has now moved on
to 'greener'pastures and by now should be beating

up the Channel in HMS Diomede. LRO(T)

Thompson (Pete), is now with the 'beat' procession down the 'strip' in Pompey having become
a 'crusher.' Then came LRO(W) Dave Barry. who
is at the present time on RS(W)Q course and
finally bringing up the rear is yours truly (having
already reached the dizzy heights of scale 'A')
and acquiring myself the 'C--hair of the Almighty'
and ruling the roost, so to speak.
At the moment of writing it is difficult to
explain just what is happening here at Mercury
as eyeryone seems to have a different view but the
genera[ 'buzz' is that the Mercury Club is to be
amalgamated with Kelly Squadron (an extra 200
mouths to

fill with NAAFI

N€=

Chairman: CCY Ken Dunks.
Vice-Chairman: CY 'Jan' Egan.
Secretary: LRO(D 'Jan' Creek.

Voting Members: LROs Mac McCrudden.
Fred Fox (initial 'A') Ned Davies, Scouse
Mather, Louis (the lip) Providence Cheesy
Craft (Dave). L/Wtr John Woodland (Woody)

L/Wrn Jackson (Eddie) Wrn Clare (Sylvia)
Wrn Monks, Wrn Burns (Chris).
May t offer at this point my own, and the rest

of the

committee's thanks to Chairman CCY Ken
Dunks for the way he has established a second

foundation for what we hope and feel will be a
bigger club in the future. both financially and

4€

socially. Needless to S&y, Jan R.A. ('you can't
trap me for duties') Creek, is keeping the troops

happy and contrary to popular belief did not

manage

to

escape

with 16 gallons of wine

after

the last 'Cheese and Wine' do. However he has
still managed to wangle himself a CYQ course in
the not too distant future. I suppose really. I

cculd ramble on about what changes I have seen
up here in the past 16 months. but I myself am
at last leaving behind the comforts of being a
'barrack stanchion' and joining the ranks of all

you sea-going sailors. I join HMS Bluke early next
year in Pompey dockyard for refit (I hope). So
all you lucky 'killicks' after a quiet number, write
to CY Morris c/o MACC, Mercs ASAP. As for
the remainder, see you around the fleet, guard
your beer issue. l'm on my way.

booze).

for 'old ships') the Mercury Club committee consists of the following people at the present time.

"1i77!

,J*, \r.b, ffi

The Captain.
HMS Mercury,,

Socially, the Mercury ClublSignal School has
picked up considerably with the advent of FREE
Tuesday night discos, Thursday night dances and
entertainment of other description coming our way
every other Wednesday night.
For those that are interested (especially looking

pf:,<r-oQ4r?vcE

2E( tnc--r,sa
4.
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Petersfield, Hampshire.
Petersfield 2761-5 Ext 380

Chung Yum Ping,
25 First Street.

lst

Floor.

Hong Kong.
October 30, 1972.
Dear Mr Chung,

TRADING

P/4SS

Thank you for your enquiry concerning a tra.ding pass. I very much regret that there is no chance that HMS

Mercury will visit Hong Kong or in-

in the
United Kingdom within the fore-

deed leave her present position
seeable future.

Yours faithfully,

P. A. C.

HARTANp,

Commander Royal Navy

for Captain.

l2l

DE FENCE

COMMUNICATIONS

(Consultants) LTD.

/u*Wttil

What willyou dowhen
your Premiuni Bond comes up?
Isnt therc something, secretly, you've
always longed to do... if you had the money?
With Prremium Savings Bonds there's

over/l,5oopoo every month to do itwith.
Sharcd between at least 85poo huppy

winnen. [t might

bellgor {5o,or{roqor

h1o, or I Sort,or,{lpoq or .{5poo, or

{zSpoo.k might

even be,{5opoo.

And the more Premium Bondsyou
have...the biggeryour chance of winning.
Now where else can you win prizes
like that...and get your money back?
Get full details from your Savings
Olffcer/Pay Office. Or write: The Secrctary,
H.M. Forces Savings Committee,
Block B, Government Buildings, London
Road, Stanmorc, Middlesex, HA7 4PX.

.A

unique service

to Governments'

Defence

and general communications planning
auth orities.

.

Professional, independent and imaginative
analysis of the communications needs of
Land, Air, Sea and Government Services.

.

Creation, project management, technical and
user acceptance of communications projects
and training of operating and maintenance
person nel.

Savings Bonds I

Premium
Over 8goooprizes fron every
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93A LONDON ROAD,

WATERLOOVILLE, PORTSMOUTH PO7 7EQ

TELEPHONE WATERLOOVILLE 53853

THE LONG WAY HOME
(continued from the Summer edition)
My last article ended with car and family safely
reunited in Shiraz in Southern Persia ready to start
the drive north. Our first stop was at Persepolis,
ancient capital of Persia and scene of the recent
celebrations in honour of the 2.500th anniversary
of the Persian Empire, attended by man-v Heads of
State and Prince Philip and Princess Anne. The
sumptuously furnished 'tents' were still standing
and I believe are being left as a permanent tourist
attraction. Persepolis has a tremendous atmosphere
rvith its hundreds of carvings and the great rock
tombs of Artaxerxes I[ and III looking out over
the desert from the cliff behind.
A few miles north we stopped at Naqsh-e-Rus-

tam, burial place of Darius who started to build
Persepolis and Xerxes who finished it. Then on to

Pasargadae, birthplace

of Persia and burial

place

of Cyrus, its founder. Here his tomb has lain for
over 2,000 years in the silence of the plains and
here the Shah formally opened the celebrations
last year. The road runs north some 300 miles to

lsfahan, passing through the occasional village

with snow covered mountains often visible on both
sides of the road. Cultivated patches with their
crops and flocks surround each village and all for
the most part depend on a particular system of
irrigation. Its essential feature is the underground
water channel or qanat. The qanat is dug from
an underground water table in relatively higher
ground and starting at a depth of about 100 ft often
extends for up to 15 miles before emerging on the

surface, the flow being entirely maintained by
gravity. Every 50 or a 100 yards there is a vertical
bore hole which is used for passing the excavated
soil to the surface when building and then for
maintenance. The human moles who build and
work in these systems have to be both brave for
the work is highly dangerous and skilled to obtain
the correct drop over many miles without bene-

fit of modern instruments. For centuries they have
been both highly respected and well paid members

of the community.

The main impression as one drives north is one
of wildness and desolation and one can imagine
the feelings of the l Tth-century traveller as his
camel train lumbered over the bleak and barren
uplands towards what he had been led to believe
was one of the finest cities with one of the most
luxurious and sophisticated courts in the world.
Then he must have come over the final ridge as
we did, and seen the towers of the mosques of
Isfahan shining amongst the tall plane trees and he
would have crossed one of the magnificent bridges
over the river and entered the bustling city of
Shah Abbas the Great.

The centre of the city is the great square or
Maidan, seven times the size of the Piazza San
Marco in Venice. Here are the Royal and Sheikh

Lutfullah mosques, the entrance to the teeming
bazaar and the Ali Kapu, a building with a large

Author and family
family

in
- Qanat

background

balcony from uhich the court could watch the
of polo being plal ed below. To emerge
from the alleyways of the bazaar with its hubbub
to the peace of the Maidan ri ith the blue domes
of the mosques silhouetted against the brown

games

mountains is an experience not to be forgotten.
However we could not afford to linger too long
and it was soon time to cover the next stretch of
the journey to Tehran) a distance again of some
350 miles. The weather was getting colder and we
had our first snow
not very encouraging u,ith
the mountains of eastern
Turkey still before us.
We stopped at a roadside inn for lunch and the
hospitality and friendliness of the Persian people
was typified b-v the family who, as soon as we had
sat down, brought the paraffin stove that was be-

side their table over to warm us. The standard
dish in these places is chelau kebab, delicious
strips of lamb broiled over charcoal and served
on rice with melted butter but this time we had
a vegetable stew which fortified us until we reached
Tehran late that evening. The capital of Iran for
the last 170-odd years, Tehran is a bustling
modern city, providing some of the most exciting
driving in the world ! To the north lies the Elburz
range dominated by the 18.600 ft peak of Mount
Demavand and it is hard to believe that just on
the other side, some eight hours' driving away, lie
the paddy fields and the steamy sub tropical heat

of the Caspian shore.

After a restful weekend with friends, we headed
west for the 400 mile drive to Tabriz, for the most
part a straight road through barren countryside
but 80 miles west of the ancient town of Kasvin.

the traveller is rewarded by the sight of

the

walls 23 ft thick at the base carrying its

egg-

mausoleum of Sultan Oljeitu ivhich appears on the
horizon like a giant blue egg in an egg-cup. Described as one of the architectural wonders of the
world, it is difficult to convey its magnificence in
words. It is an octagon 80 ft across inside, with
shaped dome some 170

ft

above the ground. Prob-

ably started in 1304 b-v the Mongol, Oljeitu, when
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he came to the throne. it was intended to be his

burial place. Then in 1309 Oljeitu became converted to Shi'ism, one of the two great divisions

of the Moslem faith, and he conceived the

some-

what ambitious idea of bringing the remains of

Ali, son-in-law of Mohammed. and Huseyn. Ali's
son. from their resting place in Iraq to his new
building at Sultaniyeh. This idea was probably

not entirely religious in inspiration since the
presence of such objects of Shi'ia devotion would
have meant pilgrims and pilgrims would have
meant prosperity for his city in the desert. No

by the Army Saddle Cllub. While we waited to
participate in each event, there was time to watch
the big names in the main arena. lt was heavy on
thrills but light on the spills. Lunch was taken in
the saddle (beer and sandwiches). with our helpers
brushing away the crumbs.
At the end of the day with the final results, the
Royal Navy team was placed fifth overall in the
Inter-Saddle club event which was won by the

doubt there was resistance, but anvway before he
could achieve his ambition he reverted to Sunnism
and in 1316 his body'was laid to rest beneath the
dome. Shaken by' earthquakes and plundered by
bandits, his tomb has towered for six and a half
centuries above the mud village that is all that
remains of the one time capital of Persia. Indeed
before the end of the 14th century the capital had

Metropolitan Police, but won the lnter-Services'
Cup for which a team of four riders from each
Service comperte and the best three performances
count. We had broken the Army monopoly.
The presentation was held in the main arena
and the winning teams had to ride around the
arena in line abreast. After the cup had been
presented along with our rosettes it was filled with
champagne (and emptied) whilst photographs
u,ere taken. It wasn't over yet, the horses had to
be fed and bedded down for the night. This done,

town, we headed for the Turkish border and the
wild country of Lake Van.
(To be continued)

new entries, but the cup came back with me.
Mercury will hold the cup for six months. then
CTC Lympstone (Royal Marines) for six months.
To start a naval monopoiy on the cup. we need
more riders. The requirement is for users of

shifted back to Tabriz where rve arrived that
evening. We spent the night at the Tabriz Inn one
of an excellent and reasonable chain of motels
run by the Government throughout Iran. Little is
left of the former magnificence of Tabriz and the
following morning, after a brief look around the

it was away to Camberley for dinner, dance and
drinks well into the morning.
Two exciting and pleasant riding weekends had
come to a close, it was back to Mercury and the

horses (four legged).

CAMBERLEY HORSE SHOW
by CY Egan
Ccmmander Faulkner, head of the 'User Requirements' section HMS Merutry being a user,
decided that there was a requirement for the Navy
to win the Inter-Service Saddle Club Cup, so here
I was at the Camberley Horse Show, held in the
Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst. The naval
team consisted of four Marines horses. three Royal
Marines and myself. Sandhurst u,as bulging with
'top brass' and th: big names in show jumping,
David Broome and Marian Mould to name but
two. There were hundreds of uniformecl riders of

the different Army units, RAF and Mounted
Police so I felt a little conspicuous in the only
naval uniform present. It was a real summer's day,
which brought the spectators out in their thousands to watch the thrills and spills. For us, it was
an eariy start on Saturday morning, grooming the
horses, polishing saddles and bridles and a final

shining of boots and brushing down uniforms.
We finally mounted and our team of helpers were
like busy bees, keeping dust off the horses and
giving final shines to the team's boots.
The competition consisted of a riding test (horse
control and obedience) ridden from memory, a
show jumping event over l0 jumps and points
were also awarded for the turn-out of horse and
rider. The cup for the competition had been generously donated by the Royal Air Force but up to
the present the competition had been dominated

THE HIDDEN CITY
by

The winner

Clansman

of the Summer competition was

RO2(T) Kerslake of HMS Argonaut. The answer
of course LISBON.
As last term's quiz was easy, quite a lot of
mail to sort, this time some slightly more obwas

scure clues to another seaport/city. Can you
guess which one? The winner will receive a gift
token to the value of fl. Closing date for the
competition is March l, 1973, and all entries,
postcards only, should be sent to the Competition
Secretary,
M ercury,

Tse

CopruuNlcAToR MAGAzlNe, HMS

Nr Petersfield, Hants.

Started as a fishing village in 1043 and stands on
two inter-connected islands. The harbour was
erected by Bishop Absalon in 1100 as a refuge
from northern pirates. A famous British admiral defeated a fleet here at the beginning of the

l9th century.
The main industries are ship building, distilling.
brewing, and sugar refining and some
exports are butter, bacon and corn.

of the main

The countrl. of ri'hich this is the capital

con-

sists of a peninsula and about 500 islands, only
about 100 of rihich are inhabited.
The name of this cit1, mean.s literally 'The Merchants Harbour' and one of its more famous landnrarks is the Pantnmime Theatre.
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NORWEGIAN.BORN SHARON JOHANSEN

.PLAYBOY'S' OCTOBER PLAYMATE
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Staff CRS
CRS T. B. Hood
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ALBION FINALE
by FCRS J. Farley
ln the middle of a Canadian 'jolly', it can be
said that the best way to travel is by the Canadian
equivalent of a 'Pussers' Tilly. namely a nine
seater Ford Galaxy. The trip was from Halifax to
Millcove through scenic countryside which one or
two members of the party missed due to catching

up on

sleep lost during

a non Communication

role in Down Town Halifax the previous night.

Millcove is a combined version of Whitehall and
Forest Moor situated 30 odd miles from Halifax.
The Commcen lays surrounded by a large receiving aerial farm, its interior is open plan, with
DCN Ship-Shore, Broadcast control (CllL and
Cl3L) and Ground-Air circuits terminating there.
An excellent conducted tour which included the
intricate details of the MARO world was followed
by a visit to the accommodation block three miles
away where one or two schooners were completely
sunk.

Our thanks to the Message Centre in Halifax
Dockyard who kindly guarded for us leaving only
messenger trips and the telephone exchange to
worry about.

If Halifax is anything to go by our visits to
Montreal (five days) and Quebec (three days)
should be a roaring success.

After our final disembarkation of 42 Commando at Plymouth it is back to Portsmouth for
care and maintenance and 'drafties' wont!

HNIS ANTRINI

by RS J. A. Littlefield
SIX WEEKS A YANK

Although it is commonplace for ships of the
Royal Navy to operate with the navies of other
countries, usually in a NATO capacity, it is unusual for one of H.M. Ships to act in a national
capacity and become fully integrated within a fleet
of an allied power.
While deployed in the Mediterranean, Antrim
assumed the DLG's primary role of AAW Major
Unit Defence and Air Defence Control Unit and

for six weeks

became an integral
United States Sixth Fleet.

part of

the

The concept of our association with the Americans was not the brief encounter of a fleet exercise but to participate in the day to day business
of the Sixth Fleet which included the operational
and logistic problems that prevail with any large
military organisation.
The operational planning of the Sixth Fleet is
undertaken by the Task Group Commanders on a
monthly basis and takes the form of a Monthly
Practice programme. Prior to joining our particular Task Group we were armed with neither
practice programme nor operation order which led

to a certain amount of apprehension because
although NATO procedures are basically adhered
to by the USN there was a great deal of information to be exchanged by both Communications
and Operations Room organisations.
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Liaison was essential. Recently arrived on the
Mediterranean Station and visiting Barcelona with

Antrim was the Guided Missile Cruiser

USS

Columbus who was preparing to join the Task
Group to which Antim had been assigned. The

communication officers and ratings were most
helpful. The information and insight to a USN

communications organisation allotr ed Antrim to

join Task Force 60 ivith the preparedness uhich

is

expected.

The six weeks saw a comp,rehensive selection of
fleet exercises which included missile and gunnery
firings, Air Defence, Ops room and Communication exercises which like all Anglo-American
activities developed into competition.

To compare USN and RN Communicators
there are many points which should be considered,
the most salient of which are:
(a) Communicators within the RN participate

in the Action Information Organisation of
a ship to greater or lesser degrees. The
alert Communicator has a lot to offer his
Ops Room counterpart and can add to the
general sense of urgency which is required.
This was not found to be so within the
USN as 'Combat Information Centres' and
Communication Organisations are not as
closely associated resulting in an apparent
lack of urgency and limited knowledge of
communication requirements for different

tactical situations.
(b) The shorter engagements of USN personnel
render them generally less experienced than
the average nine year man of the RN.
(c) Possibly the most pertinent fzrct is the
informal and casual attitude of the Ameri-

can way of life which is reflected in
Service life at all levels.
Many are of the opinion that we 'Over-Communicate' within the RN, this may be so but it is
done jn an orderly fashion, is: Manoeuvre on

Tactical UHF, pass Combat Information on Task
Croup Reporting, etc. It was found that within
the Sixth Fleet information passed on various
radio circuits varied a great deal from what was
expected. Manoeuvring messages were passed on

Generally other than a few Americanisms the

Gs and Ws learnt very little. Compatibility of
equipment was no problem and it was found that
the two work-horse circuits of the organisation.
Task Group Calling/Working and Task Group
Broadcast, gave satisfactory results and were weil
controlled even if the American operator will add
his signature to each transmission as if it were his
own expressed wish. It is however the compatibility of the human element which leaves something to be desired but when the 'Language brrrier'and different attitudes are considered it is

likely that the problem is inherent.

On the credit side the Tactical ratings were surprised to find that keeping a watch which involved
manoeuvring a force by flag hoists and flashing
light uas actually enjoyable. Also to their credit

the number of buntings panic stricken at the sight
of a ship in company making semaphore were
reduced. The semaphore instruction given prior to
deployment was worthwhile.
The purpose of this article is not to build a

platform from which to sing our praises bui to

point out the differences and shortcomings

on

both sides, not only relating to communications
but some aspects of modern warfare. The ability
to provide such things as efficient data link
systems, reliable teleprinters and other material
things in life is beyond the communicators' control.

What we are able to provide is a comprehensive
knowledge

cf all

aspects

of communications and a

high standard of operating and planning.
To conclude. considering the number of years
and ertent of mutual co-operation it is somewhat
strange that so little is known of each other. It is
possible hou,ever other units of the RN will be
closely associated with an American Fleet and
there is much that we can teach each other providing each approaches the other with an open

mind and a willingness to learn new methods.
However. never let it be said that a ship of the
RN found it necessary to make 'lnterrogative
Mike Corpen'.

TG reporting to such an extent Plot ratings
became quite familiar with ATPI, Vol 1[.
The danger in adopting a casual approach during times of peace breeds bad habits. The slowness
in

passing

information to different parts ship. e.g.

frcm CIC to 'Radio Shack' and vice versa, is

:

a

gcod example and circuit engineering information
often seemed to get lost in the intricacies of
internal organisations. This is probably a harmful
side effect of the school of thought which takes
circuit engineering away frop the user and into

the provinces of the maintainer rendering the
user at the mercy of someone not fully appreciating the urgency of a particular situation, a
trap the RN should not allow itself to fall into.
Modern methods are all very fine but often leave
much to be desired.

HMS'Ark Royal'-Smiths United
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$peciallst
Teleprlnter
Operators
are required for the Ministry of Defence Communications Centre
in Central London.

Initially, the operators will be employed upon teleprinting and
associated procedures, but they will be given the opportunity of
training for higher grade duties when the Communications Centre
becomes fully automatic.
Preference will be given to applicants with a minimum speed of
40 wpm, and having a good knowledge of current communication
procedures.
Basic starting pay, at age 25 ot over, will be f,24.92 pw rising to
f,29.52 pw inclusive of London rU7eighting. Successful candidates
will currently be required to work shifts and overtime which on
average, attracts a further {5.00. There are opportunities of promotion to almost {1,800 pa basic pay.

If you would like further details, and are of British Nationality,
telephone 0l-242 0222 Ext: 563 or write to:

CM(S)BH, Ministry of Defence,

Room 802, Lacon House,
Theobalds Road, London, WCIX 8RY
r30

TIMS ARK ROYAL

The Lord Mayor

_

of

SMITHS UNITED

Leeds, Alderman Smith
presented Senior Aircraftsman Smith with a birthday cake on his 2lst birthday, October 18, onboard
Ark RoyaL ROI(G) Smith u'as also there to swell
the Smith ranks. SAC Smith had been loaned to
Ark Royal to operate the Nar-al Air Corps voice
circuit into 38 Group RAF Tactical Communications Wing at RAF Leuchurs.
HMS Ark Royal is adopted b1' the City of Leeds

Ark Royol was sunk in 1941
the City of Leeds enquired from the Admiralty'
how much it would cost to build a new aircraft
because when the

carrier. The reply was two million pounds ! Leeds
raised this money in a fortnight.
Next year Ark Royal is to be presented with the
Freedom of the City of Leeds and it is planned
for 500 of the ships' company including ROs to
march through the City.

HMS BRISTOL

-

IN A CLASS OF HBR OWN

by Lieut F. M. Emmett
HMS Bristol, the first of the originally planned

eight Type 82 destroyers.

is due to arrive in

Portsmouth on December 17.

With the phasing out of the aircraft carriers
from the Royal Navy, Bristol will be the only
type 82 to be built. Although smaller in physical
size than the DLGs 0l to 08, HMS Bristol is

almost 1,000 tons heavier than the previous class
but has a reduced number of ship's company. The
ship is powered by two steam turbines for normal
steaming and is fitted with two Olympus gas turbines to provide additional boost for high speeds
or for leaving harbour in emergencies. The four
power units give the ship a maximum speed in ex-

of

30 knots. HMS Bristol's role after trials
will be to provide command facilities and area
defence for a task force.
At first sight the ship appears to be underarmed
for her size until one realises that her fire power
is comparable to a World War II cruiser but much
cess

more effective. The main armament is Seadart,
the replacement missile for Seaslug, with super-

sonic speed, range and manoeuvrability to cope
with any airborne threat. The Seadart can also be
rrsed effectively against surface targets.

The gun armament is the new 4.5 inch
barrel, automatic mounting, and the gun

single
house

remains unmanned throughout shoots.
The main ASW weapon is Ikara, the Australian
designed radio controlled missile that delivers a
homing torpedo to submarines detected by the
ship's own sonars or those of her consorts. The
conventional twin triple-barrelled mortar is also
fitted.

The ship has a helicopter landing deck to take
a Wasp helicopter but is not fitted with a hangar,
consequently the ship will not carry her own heli-

copter.

The ship's sensors provide basic data required
brr the heart of the system, two Ferranti micro-

miniaturised computers. The ship's inertial navigational system (SINS) continuously informs the
computers of the ship's geographical position,
course and speed. These inputs enable the computers to provide an up to date visual presenta-

tion in picture and writing form. To achieve the
quick reaction times required in modern warfare

all the weapon systems are fully automatic.

Conventional plotting tables are not to be found

on HMS Bristol, in fact the only use of the
chinagraph pencil in the Ops Room will be to
make up stateboards. Amongst many other things

the computer provides the answers to relative
r-elocity problems, and CPAs in micro seconds, it

ill

u
as

also draw the screen sectors on the plot just

quickll if

asked to.

The Communication Branch has not been
forgotten and the MCO complex is the most
modern to go into any warship. All the com-

munication compartments lead off the MCO and
the C & M desk is sited in the MCO. Communication ratings will not be seen travelling around
the ship to check equipments in various offices.
Bristol is the first ship to be fitted with ICS 2 to
provide MF/HF communications; conventional
692s provide UHF communications.
The first commission of HMS Bristol, until the
first reflt in 1975, will be mainly taken up conducting trials on the computers and weapon systems and proving the system in preparation for
the type 42 destroyers.

The staff consists of 30 Communicators: the
large majority of whom will join the ship in
Portsmouth on December 17.

The 'G' department is led by FCRS

and RS Wheeler. The

'T'

department

Bradley

is led by

CCY Barrie.
I apologise that this first article from HMS
Bristol has not been communications slanted, but
hope that it has been of interest.

THE 'BUSY B'
B'to Plyamongst a small armada of ships

HMS BULWARK

July 17 saw the return-of the'Busy

mouth Sound,
who had just completed Exercise 'Westward Hoe'.
Once more the familiar sights of the Sound, the
Hoe and Drake's Island caused the Gazz natives
to break out in smiles from 090 degrees to their
normal residential 270! The Bulwark had just returned from a UK/US amphibious exercise at
Vieques, an island south east of Puerto Rico.
FOCAS embarked during the latter stages of the
exercise and took passage for our 'R & R' visit to
the US Naval Base at Mayport, Florida. This new
base, designed and virtually dug out of virgin sand
by the US Navy, provided all the usual facilities
from a well stocked PX to an up to date automat
providing anything from candy to cigarettes, coke
and hamburgers and a wide variety of hot meals.
Add to this their ample sporting arenas, club
facilities, the daily laundry service, collected and
delivered to the ship and the immense space and
cleanliness of the berthing areas, one can only
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COMMUNICATIONS AS A
CIVILIAN
WALBROOK TELECOMMUNICATIONS, LONDON
l.

to Service Operators, male and female, a four-weel< course
resettlement problems.
There is no charge whatsoever for this course.
The four weeks are spent as follows:
Offer

Weel<

One

to

ease

Comprehensive grounding in Commercial Telex organisation

and procedure by way of lectures plus practical training on
a variety of machines.

Visits to Commercial Communications lnstallations. Plus
further practical training as required to increase speed,

Week Two

accuracy and tape reading ability.

Week

Three

Opportunities

to operate 'Live' with a variety of firms

alongside their own operators.

Week

2.

Four

lnterviews arranged with commercial organisations for
positions in their communications departments.

WALBROOK TELECOMMUNICATIONS recruit staff for:

Airlines, Shipping Companies,

3.

Stockbrokers, Merchant

Banl<s

Every assistance possible

will

Oil

Companies, lmporters, Exporters,

and many other companies.

be given

for placement in suitable employment

on termination of Service engagement

the London

to

personnel seel<ing employmcnt in

area.

4.

ldeally the course should terminate immediately prior to discharge as good
jobs are snapped up and employers are reluctant to wait several weel<s for
an oPerator, no matter how good.

5.

For further information please contact:

WALBROOK APPOINTMENTS
TELEX COMMUNICATIONS DEPARTMENT
I LONG ACRE
LONDON W.C.2
Telephone 0l -240 3 I l6
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Woodward presented a ship's crest to the Post
Office Radio Staff in appreciation of their con-

tinually excellent co-operation.
By the time this article is printed we would
have emerged from the dockyard dust, undergone
a short but hectic work-up/shake-down on our
\\ a) to an amphibious exercise in the Mediterranean. r-isited Toulon and Malta and back to
Guzz f or Christmas leave.

We will also have said farewell to our

Lieutenant-Commander

SCO,

J. W. Roskill and wish

him and his famili' u'ell at his next appointment

in Mauritius; and at the

same time welcome his

relief onboard, Lieutenant J. T.

This Ensign was hoisted at Colours in HMS 'Bulwark' recently; as a consequence the SCO cannot
afford his wine bill this month!

cn\'\ their

resources

of land, on which to build

such a modern base.

Jacksonville, the prime junction city of Florida
and some 15 miles to the west of Mayport. provided the usual big city attractions that one associates with the United States. whilst Mayport and its
adjacent beaches were ideal for swimming, surfing

or just walking along miles of hard white sand
through Neptune, Atlantic and Jacksonville
beaches. all of which rvere under the surveillance
of motorised lifeguards who zoomed across the
beaches in their fully equipped station wagons.
Car hire firms were well patronised, and the cost
of petrol, hire and insurance charges rvere all verr

reasonable. Petrol had to be cheap. since most of
it is used to drive the cars' air conditioning plant.
let alone get the car moving !

A return to the battlefields of Vieques for another phase o[ Exercise 'Runt Punch' was an excellent method of shaking the bourbon out of the
blood stream

! A silent

passage across the Atlantic

and into the Med, gave valuable operational experience under total radio and radar silence. It is
ironical that such a vital tactic as radio silence is
seldom exercised. It would seem there is a requirement to select ships at random to 'go silent'

either on the entire passage, or for a certain

period. [t would provide excellent value, not only
to the Communicators, but to all those who find it

difficult to restrain themselves from releasing signals
it would help them 'kick the habit'l
- disembarking 4l Commando in Malta we
After
returned to Devonport to start the DED. which
orving

to the industrial dispute, resulted in a

de-

layed completion date. The inconvenience and
frustrations of laying at the bottom of a dry dock
were lessened by a programme involving training,
sport and recreationali educational visits. One such
r.isit took us to Portishead Radio which during
our two month deployment to the Caribbean and
the States, took over f300 from us in telegrams and
telephone calls. in a most efficient manner! RS

Sanders.

HMS BRIGHTON_IN COMPAI{Y WITH

SNOW WHITE AND THE
SEVEN DWARFS
Anon

it took a lot of thought before
we decided on such an eye-catching, pulsating
title. There is of course a yarn behind it, so
don't turn over the page, we're not going to
rattle on about programmes and oppos or morse
Interested? Well

and flags.
It all happened

in July. The Brighton, battle
worn, weary and worse for wear (we had just
come from Portland work-up), dropped anchor in
Bremen. A quiet. picturesque city nestling bf'
the estuary of the river Weser, offering (according to Cosmic tours). Lcirvenbrdu beer free with

meals,'quaint' little streets. interesting antique
shops and other age-old architectural delights. the

pride and jo1' of Cermany. Ach: not so! According to a more reliable source (our liaison officer),
Bremen was on a par with Soho. (Apologies to
natives of Soho.) We were there on an unofficial
visit, which in English meant Jack had to find
his own entertainment. (Apologies to natives of
Bremen.) However -- Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs

!

(Just whetting your appetites.)

Imagine the situati

or better still, place

l,ourself in it. Jack proceeds ashore and traps the
first German dockyard matey on hand, gesticulates
and asks in broken German, 'Where do we go?'.

German dockyard matey gesticulates and replies

in broken English 'Ein Schnow Vhite ein ze Zeven
Zwarft' Which to keep a long story short sent

half the ships' company, wardroom, chiefs, etc
down to number 7 wharf looking for a boozer
called 'The Snow White'.

The more restrained members of the

crew,

(comms. gunners and greenies) not clearly under-

standing of the dock-vard matey, headed for
Bremen. Waylaid upon the way by a charming
lady (15 stone, sweaty tights and greasy lipstick)
outside a bar, they were enticed inside and wel-

comed by more charming ladies. Having settled

down with glasses of beer at Common Market
prices, enquiries were laid as to the whereabouts
of 'Ein Schnow Vhite ein ze Zeven Zwarf'. Charming ladies giggled. Fritz the barman made rude
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gestures using thumb, forefinger and forefinger,
the Jimmy blushed and Jack was confused. when
suddenly a cinema projector whirred into motion
at the back of the bar and flashed into life on the
for'ard bulkhead beside a life-sized portrait of
Kaiser Bill. Charming ladies hugged goggle-eyed
Jack, Fritz made more rude gestures and the
Jimmy carried on blushing.
Now. I don't know if any reader still left has
ever seen Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs in
Bremen or elsewhere but we recommend it as
part of a matelot's education. Mercury should get
Classrooms would be full and the chap
invented'Operational Performance Standard'
as a way of filling up RNCP 15 would come out

It did well and

vears before. They were now the only two left on
Earth and they knew that if the Earth was to

remain a home they had to have children. So
the) started a family. Adam and his wife Eve.
Is this the stor)' of the beginning . . . or the end?

HMS DEVONSHIRE

a copy.
r,vho

of hiding. In full colour, animated to
perfection, performances by Droopy,

Disney
Sleepy,

Dopey, Sneezy, Doc. Snow White and all, it's the
best b/rre movie we've ever seen!

!

FUTUREPAST?
by RO2(IV) M. J. Allen, HMS Cleopaha
Adam Smith was a bright young man who

by CRS(W) A. R. Taylor

Since the last edition. the Deyonshire's programme has livened up somervhat and we have
managed to get in a few good 'runs'. After doing
our whack of Beira patrol we finally set sail for
the Far East, arriving at Singapore on July 24,
destined to stay fon seven days. The ship having
for 40 days (and nights). was quite laden
down with money, as was evident by the vast
number of 'rabbits' found later, hiding in various

been at sea

was

working in the research section of a large chemical company. His particular field was chemical
biology: the study of chemicals in man. He enjoyed his work and often worked late to extend his

studies. After many years of research and experimentation he discovered the secret of eternal life,
or, almost eternal life. His discovery would allow
a person to grow old but only very slowly. He took
his discovery to the Council for Scientific Research
and they were impressed, at least at first they were.
When Adam told them of the rare elements involved and the cost of production the-v dismissed

it. They told him to pour away the substance and
forget about it. He was disheartened. All his work
now seemed pointless. it had been a waste of time
and money.

He took the substance home and spent many
hours thinking about its consequences and finally
decided that he and his wife Eve would drink it.
to prove its worth. This they did, and Adam soon
settled back into a different line of research.

There were problems of course, they had to move
house every few years or so, and Adam had to
change his job frequently so as not to arouse suspicion.

The substance obviously worked well for after
700 years the couple only looked about 40 years
old. It was about this time that a new planet was
discovered which was very much like the Earth
but more than 100 times bigger. Plans were immediately put into force for a mass migration.
Enormous space liners were built to carry the
earth's population to this new land. It was 70 years
after the planet was first discovered that the last
space ship left. leaving only those who wanted to
stay, behind. Adam and his wife, who had seen
many years of history being formed stayed behind to see how the Earth fared with its lighter
load.

everyone was happy and above

all, equal. Then tragedy struck: some 200 years
later an epidemic swept the world killing every
one but Adam and his wife who were immune
because of the substance they had taken so many

nooks and crannies of the ship. It is nothing
strange to find kiddies' bicycles, huge stereos,
lampshades, baskets

and sheets etc. stowed

in

glsh funnels, masts, EWOs and VS Stores.
We sailed from Singapore looking forward to
the visit to Ito in Japan. Each year a British ship
is invited to attend the William Adams Festival.
The festival was something one only sees maybe
once in a lifetime and I expect most people
on board were glad they were able to witness it if
only to see CCY 'Doc' Bee striding along with
the ship's volunteer band. banging and clanging his
cymbals for all he was worth. We are still rather
mystified, however, as to how he managed to take
the same size strides as the rest of the band.
(He's getting shorter everyday, running up and
down the Admiral's ladder.) The spa of Ito provided the ship's company with plenty of hospitality
and I'm sure it will be remembered by all.
We then headed for the Philippines, calling in at
Subic Bay for the weekend. What do I say about
Olongapo City? For those that have been there
before, it's just as great. For those that haven't
yet had the fortune to see this picturesque city,
let me say 'You haven't really lived ! ' The ship sailed
from Subic as scheduled and spent three or four
days on the missile range before sailing back to
Singapore for a three week AMP.
September 21 saw us cruising up the river to
Bangkok. This has got to be the best 'run' in the
Far East ! I think all 40 Communicators will agree

with me.
On leaving Bangkok we returned to the Singapore areas, and to the horror of many, participated in a few days of the WPP. (How cruel after
Thailand.) Completing this successfully (as always)
we were alongside in Hong Kong a week later,
ready to take over as guard ship. We are due our
harbourlsea inspection in early November and at
the time of writing, are busy preparing for it.
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Marconi complete
naval communications

The Marconi comprehensive range of s.s.b/i.s.b
naval communications equipment meets all
present and f oreseeable requirements for
voice and automatic telegraphy.
The complete range conforms to Royal Naval
standards of resistance to shock, vibration and
climatic conditions, and has been NATO
codified bythe British Ministry of Defence. lt is
in wide use by the Royal Navy and in the

modernization of twenty other navies.
Marconi Commu nication Systems Limited
also has a complete range of communications

equipment available for shore stations; digital
transmission. and airborne communications.
ln addition the Company is able to assist
naval departments and shipbuilders with the
planning, f itting, testing and tuning of complete
ship communications i nstallations.
Marconi Radio Division, designers and suppliers
of h.f and l.f point-to-point systems, line-of sight and tropospheric scattet microwave
systems-part of the total systems capability of
M a rco
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Marconi Communication Systems
Gomplete civil and military static and mobile communication systems
Marconi Communication Systems Limited,
Radio and Space Communications Division, Chelmsford, CM1 1PL, England
A GEC-Marconi Electronics Company
LTD/H9't
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lst FAST TRArI\ING BOAT SQUADR.ON
by Anon
I had firmly intended to write an article for the
next edition from the I st FTB Squaclron. whcr
must be by now fanriliar visitors to the EW

Offices, Ops Rooms and sometimes, almost, the
of ships visiting that Riviera of the

mess decks

South, Portland. Manned by virile. keen

and

dedicated young men, we bring terror into the
very souls of those ships not warned by their EW
operators of our stealthy approach. We produce
a verv cool line in St1,x and torpedo attacks, the
most nauseating flavoured (CS) smoke and even
the odd burst of gunfire (sparker ll,ith a five inch
Aldis is worthy of the Golclen Shot any da-v).
Unfortunately. Amend No : 3'74 to the WPP and
Opdef No: l3 (unlucky for sonre) have clefeated
us again. However, rather than turning in a nil
return, herewith a small press cutting which might
bring the aroma of the rolling Channel to your
croquet lawns.

From 'PT BOATS "ALI- HANDS" NEWSSHEET"-FAI"[, I97I (RECISTERED IN USA)

News from PT Boat associates-ENCI-AND,

N. R. H. Cartwright. Royal
Navy, HMS Marcur1,, Nr Petersfield. Hampshire,
England. This is another gentleman we met while
at the MTB Officers' Reunion in London. HMS
Mart'rrr,- is one of the present day small craft of
the Royal Navy.'
Note: Lieutenant Cartwright (norv L-ieutenant
Commandcr Cartwright--SCO of HMS Blul,c\
was then CO of HMS Scintitar.
Europe. 'Lieutenant

LIFE IN FIFE
by Anon

Life in Fife once again grinds tt'r a halt while
40 or so Communicators hucldle in the corner
of the office to try and decide what tit-bits of news
would be of interest to our fellow communicators.
Things livened up when we becatme flagship of

FOF

I

, Vice-Admiral

A.M

. Power and

livencd

up even more when we were invited to participate
in exercises 'West Hoe', 'JMC 165' and 'Strong
Erpress'. all in pretty quick succession. The latter
exercise causing acute anxiety to the RS. ll'hat
with three different offsets, two different frequency
shifts and two different arrangenrents, all on
circuits radiated by the sanre ship.
All is not work though, and the erercises rvere
interspaced with visits to such delightful 'out of
the way' places such as Pllnrouth and llosyth.

R osy'r'h proved to be a nr uch better run than
erpected. thanks nrainly to the splendid hospitality
of Forth Dir ision RNR.

At present the ship is set in a huge block of
concreie known as Fountain I-ake Jetty preparin€l
for FOFI's inspection and a six month jolly in
the Med.

HMS GURKHA-AYO GURKHALI

by The lladman
Greetings. Since the GPO. never got our last
ditty through to the avid readers of THe Cou-

MUNr('AToR. or the editor thought it too pornographic to publish (will I never get my name
in that magazine')). here is another attempt from

the G rrt'klut.

We arrived on station at Bermuda on July 15
having left Rosyth (eventually) on July 3, and
s,ince then we have visited such exotic places as
Freeport (expensive). Carriacou (not so e-rpensive),
San J uan (Oh Boy !), Guadaloupe. Barbuda,
Bequia and a veritable multitude

of

Iesser islands.

Actually it's all a vicious plot--there is only one
island out here and we just keep steaming around
it and calling in at various times.
We have just completed a three week AMP in
Chaguaramus, Trinidad- a rather hectic time was
had by all. The sportsmen on board managed a
total of nearly 90 games of sport, of one kind
or another. and the Comms managed a fair repre137
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Redifon's new Naval Radiotelephone equipment is
now in Senior Service. Selected bythe Royal Navy,
the 643 transmitter is the product of private initiative
and development. With its companion CJ P
general-purpose receiver, this new radiotelephone
has the vital responsibility of updating medium
and long distance communications between
British warships of allclasses and shore bases.
Despite its big task, the 643 can be
operated easily with minimum training. Operators
can set rapidly to pre-determined frequencies,
search crowded bands or hunt forthose elusive
coast stations.

Throughout the 1 970's the Redifon 643
a key naval role ; not only forthe Royal
Navy but also for allthe most modern navies
throughout the world.
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sentation in them all. As the saying goes 'The
glory is not in winning, but in having taken part'.
We've also had our moments of glory, with

two aircraft crashes (both non-Pusser) and one
sick seaman off the Adcsrution to our creditccmmunications playing a very big part in the
I

atter.

On arrival at Rosyth in December \\'e have

a

the staunch
-AiL LRO
Ellison, RO2s Myles. Hayes. Oliver, l-ockhart

big staff changeover and amongst
Communicators that we lose are:

and Lawson. so 'barrack stanchions' watch out.
Another great loss to the staff, will be our boss.
Sub-Lieut SD(C) M. R. Skinlel (he told me to
write this. .) who leaves us in November for

Mercury. If an;-one there wants a First Lieut's
runner- he's the hoy for you. Seriously, it's not
often a Tribal gets a (C) as its SCO, and it makes
a change to have someone whom you can't flannel.
The staff at the moment consists of Sub-Lieut
Skinley. RS Johnson, AIL LRO Ellison, ROI(G)

Wolfe, RO2(G)s Prophet, Myles,* Paton,
McCaffery and Edwards. CY Tapping, LRO(T)

UNFORTUNATELY it was run off B40s

and

4ls.

FORTUNATELY we have six HF- transmitters.
UNFORTUNATELY three don't work.

FCRTUNATELY the 640 works, UNFORTUNATELY so does the 89Q ancl 602 (sometimes).
FORTUNATELY rve also have some UHF sets,
UNFORTUNATELY we also have LREM
Smith (say no more).

FORTUNATELY \\'e possess a RATT buy,
UNFORTUNATELY it happens to be Off-line.
FORTUNATELY Mart'ttt t' scnt us two

new

sparkers, UNFORTUNATELY they can't read/
send morse.

FORTUNATELY we have an alert tactical deparlment. UNFORTUNATELY they are blind.

FORTUNATELY our next fit (ICS3) should solve
all our problems, UNFORTUNATEI-Y we
won't be here to see it.

FORTUNATELY THE Couvt;ntceloR has
received its first article from us, UNFORTUNATELY they ma-v not u'ant another.

Flintham, RO2(T)s Davies,** Lockhart. Lawson,
Francis and Stanton. LRO(W)s Staff and Hodge.
RO2(W)s Hayes and Oliver and JRO(W) Moody.
*The only one badge RO2 broadcast operator in

the fleet.
**Three warrants (non-British Rail) in five

days,

so he might not be here when this is read.

HMS GRENVILLE
by I-RO(W) Morris

'IIow is your head this morning chief?' The SCOT
aerial HMS 'Grenville'

THE EX-COMMUNICATED'GOLLIES'
'Grenville's' Comms Staff. Showing the effects of
strain as Trials Ship?
The 'FORTS' and 'UNFORTS' of Fl97 IGGCT

FORTUNATELY Grenville is a trials ship,
UNFORTUNATELY we never know if the
trials work.

FORTUI'.IATELY our last trial was SCOT.
UNFORTUNATELY they wouldn't let us play
with it.
FORTUNATELY we had our own broadcast,

by RS(W) R. A. J. Chambers
Under the PWO trial system. that Minervct is
carrying out, the ROs(W) are now in a self-contained, sub-department of the Operations Division.

They are totally divorced from the Comms world
and form part of the Operations (Planning)
Division. short title: POPS. For a run down of
the division it consists of : Lt Brigstocke RN who
is the Ops OfficerlGunnery Olhcer and Divisional

Officer. The RS(W) is the Divisional PO and

Captain of the Top part of ship. F-our LRO(W),
three RO(W), one L/S RP2. seven RPs. and three
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SIGNALS ORGANISATION

EXPERIENCE

On satisfactory completion of a 7 month specialist training course,

successful

applicants are paid on scale rlsing to {2,365 pa; commencing salary according to age25 years and over {1,664 pa. During training salary also by age,25 and over {1,238 pa
with free accommodation.
The future holds good opportunities for established status, service overseas and

promotion.

Training courses commence at intervals thoughout the year. Earliest possible
application advised.
Applications only from British-born UK residents up to 35 years of age (40 years if
exceptionally well qualified) will be considered.
Full details from:

Recruitment Ofticer, (TRO 4),
Government Communications Headquarters,
Room A/l

105,

Oakley Priors Road,
CHELTENHAM, Glos., GL52 5AJ
Telephone: Cheltenham 2 l49l Ext 2270

CONSULT

SONS,ISP

FOR YOUR NEXT REMOVAL
AMPLE WAREHOUSING ACCOMMODATION AVAILABLE IN:

PORTSMOUTH . SOUTHSEA - FAREHAM
LON DON . CHATHAM . PLYMO UTH .SO UTHAMPTON
RYDE (ISLE OF W|GHT)
Errquiries

l3 CLARENDON ROAD,
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to:-

SOUTHSEA, HANTS Portsmouth 2tstsl6

at sea. (Some sailors are annoyed if they

are

asked to spend 24 days at sea in any one year.)
On the same day (July 17, 1972) Captain John
Cox joined us fresh from a two-year stint at
Bonn. with a formidable reputation behind him.

We sailed on July 24. 1972 as Flagship to
join the other ships of the Standing Naval Force
Atlantic. They \\'ere USS Bigclow, FGS Sch-

H<tlsteitr. HNLMS Atrtsttrdunl, and the Admiralte
o Du-Silvu. ('onrmodore John Fieldhouse
the Conrmander of SNF u'as transferred by jackstay from USS Rlgclort' along u,ith his staff. His
s1aff included a German Staff C)flicer a Dutch
Statt Operations Oflicer. a Danish Conrmunications
Otlicer. a Norwegian Anti-Submarine and Weapons
Officer. an English Secretary, a CCY, a LRO(T),
and an RO2(T).
Pereif

+ii@

(-onrnroclore Fieldhouse promised

us that

a

tr1uy il'.a /
' Ii'c,Ttrrb t.'r' lx'&i
Aa; * i il"i: So*t€ o*i

diflicult period aheird was inevitable. There were
a few doubting Thonrases but they soon changed
their tunes when the-v realised the number of
guarcl duties that \\'c u'ere invited to accept in

('.Air6\ 'l f ,Krrln -( e +11t
'Ai.llrr"e{w g,wr}'fr,f

We took part in several erercises together

Marines quite an assortment.
The everyday life of- the Gollie hasn't changed
very much, he is normally in three watches at
sea, does duty hand in harbour and has a slightly
larger cleaning commitment.
Under the new regime, it seems to allow more
time for EW but practical C-onrnrs is definitely

out. although training hasn't suffered at all. it

does mean, however. the (W)s are

no longer under
the beck ancl call of the RS(G) which ntakes life
quite hectic in the lvIC'O at times.

harbour and the occasional guard duty at

sea.

and

the experience gainecl on bc'rth sides must certainly

be very virluable. One of the ntore important

exercises was 'Strong Express'. DLrring the exercises

rve carried out carrier operations rvith the USS
J. F. Kcnrrcrl.y, the worlcl's largest conventionally
polvered attack carrier.'l-hese etercises rvere denranding, what with two watches, [)C exercises.
with tension in the air as the pressure mounted on
the Comnrunicators extcrnally and internally alike.
Fortr-rnately. lve survived rvithout too many scars.

The Drr-.li/r'rr left us on August 1 while we.
were at Trondheint lNorway), our first port of

The main person affected by the shift. is the
RS(W), well known to be ever flexible, he has

found himself I /C of the top part of ship,
instructing on varying forms of seamanship and
as a sideline. EW. lt's not as bad as it seems
though, the day to day running of the Oflice is
ably handled by the senior LRO(W) zrnd the
upper deck is ably attacked by the butter (l l-/S).
On the whole. the system has been quite successful

and is certainly appreciated by the (W)s, I hope
that I carl repeat these words after Portland
work-up which starts today. A foresight of things

to

conre'l

HMS NOR}-OLK

by ROI(G) W. M. Chapman
I had heard of my draft to HMS Norfolk early
in April 1972, and I thought 'Good Lord! What
else must I do to get away from Royalty and
Drafty'l'As it turned out I have not had to lift
my finger in anger against either, and generally
speaking I am rather pleasecl with Drafty's
decision. My advent coincided with the departure
of Claptain C'ook. a man who was rather dedicated
and had an almost unbelievable lc'rve for the sea.
One need not look far for proof either. Of 32
years' service so far. he spent no less than 24 years

'Norfolk's''Untouchables'
Iengers.

Always open to chal-

L to R, back row:- RO2 EIIis, LR.O

Gar-

rity, ROI Botton, RO2 Yroon, R02 Chislett, ROI
Pawsey. Front row: LRO Norcliffe, ROI Hall,
LRO Powell, LRO O'Toole, RO2 Slater
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call. The fiords around Norway are

extremely

beautiful, so beautiful that it was not unusual to
see sailo,rs milling around on the fo'c'sle cameras
in hand endeavouring to capture something of
the picturesque nature of the hills as they loomed
out of nowhere, ahead of us, and the peaceful
environment that surrounds them. Other ports of

call included Narvik, Bodo, Tromso.

Stavanger.

Newcastle (UK), Denhelder, Rosyth. and Bremen.

where the HNOMS Oslo and the HNOMS

Stavttnger joined us.
Newcastle deserves a special mention: Norfolk
was built there. Just horv much this influenced the
'Geordies' I am not sure, but the welcome that
we received was tremendous. A full programme

was laid on and this included every type of

entertainment possible. Everyone enjoyed himself
whilst in Newcastle even the well-known moaners.

Den Helder was far less exciting even if

considers that we

one
spent 14 days there basking in

the sun.
SNF's programme will not be completed until
early December. Despite this one feels that the
worst is over, or is it that we have become so
accustomed to the continuous hard work?

The Communicators have a very successf ul
football team captained by RO2(G) Chris Vroon.
Chris would like to hear from readers before we
arrive Portsmouth early December 1972, with

view to a few challenges during the weeks we

in

a

are

harbour.

The SCO Lieut-Comdr Frost and the balance
of the staff join me in wishing all readers a
.HAPPY CHRISTMAS AND AN EXCITING
NEW YEAR'.
By the time you read this I will have left the
Royal Navy having benefited from the experience.
] ir,aT Ir,HD1{]NICATii)h]5
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NEWS

by John Farad

A SHACK YARN

'Sheer laziness !' exploded SRO.
'What is?' queried ROB since the boss's remark
was quite non apropo.
'RATT!' barked SRO with drawn lips and dark
flashing eyes. 'It's sheer laziness, that's what it is.

Cornmunicators today don't know what a morse
key looks like let alone be able to manipulate the
morse code'.

'I like that', mused ROB softly.

'What?' rasped SRO.
'Manipulate the morse code. Quite poetic that,

boss'.
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SRO wore his verminous look again.
'I'll pop that in the letter I'm writing right now.
so's I won't forget it'.
'Bah!' cried SRO with arms and eyes reaching
up to the deckhead in the radio room as if appeal-

ing fcr the Lord's wrath to descend upon the
uarsard tribes about him. 'That's exactly what I

mean'. he added. calming down a bit and flopping
into a swivel chair as it dutifully turned to receive
his capacious blue posterior on the next roll of
the ship. 'With all these machines you corl write
letters, light fags. finger \our nose if you want to,

walk about and chat up the Mate on watch. Of
course you can. It's even been known to operate
a voice net at the same time until some twit in
WSTG found it was a security risk with all this

crypto about'.

'Ah, but boss', whined ROB, 'We have to work

CW nets as well you know'.
'Name 'em !' bellowed SRO scenting the hunt.
'Well. there's the odd intership net if you're in
company with non-RATT ships. Er, five ton. The
odd telegram--r
'Yes'. gloated SRO as ROB's voice tailed oft,
'and that's about your lot chum. You're RATT in
and RATT out these days. Where's the skill in
that I'd like to know'l'
'Not like the old days', enthused SRO as ROB
groaned and sank deeper into his chair, 'when you
had CW nets all over the place and had to log
everything down properly, and work crypto at the
same time. And if things got hot then you had to
stay behind after you'd been relieved on broadcast, or whatever, and sit there and break the
groupers in your own time. And type 'em out
afterwards as well'.
ROB sat there with his mouth half open and
eyes goggling in mock astonishment. 'You don't
say, boss', he murmured.
This seemed to mollify SRO because he offered

ROB a cigarette-a thing unseen all trip, for he
was considered one of the 'OP' brigade. ('I pay
more tax than you lot', was the standard excuse.)
ROB got up, leant against the ever open crypto
unit, folded his arms and crossed his ankles in a
pose of complete control and total superiority.
He was not going to let the old fool get away

with it that easy having only recently been
spawned from the 'whizz-kids' long course at
Chelmsford, Mercury and Collingwood. He even
had a trade certificate from the Heinz teleprinter
company. He was no slouch. This was the new
generation: on-line, skynets, data links. It was
called electronics these days, not radio.
'Poppycock !' he prefaced his argument. (Actually he said something quite different, but then
some of my readers may have delicate ears.) 'Anything you could do in the old days we can do

better and faster today. The introduction of
RATT, especially on-line both ways, has meant

a

far greater traffic capability on any one net and a
terrific reduction in transit times. And if you
don't know what that means, well it's the difference

between time of filing and the time of receipt'.
SRO said nothing; he was wreathed in enigmatic
smoke rings.
'lt's always been said that what can be done by

landline can be done by radio. And it's very far
from being the lazy sort of task you make it out

to be. Just take, for instance, the TARE system
arone. One mistake and you're up the creek. And

then there's the routeing books have to be constantly amended to keep up with the times. Not
only that the gear has to be spot on because the
crypiosyst€m is highly sensitive to distortion'.
SRO sniffeC. significantly. at this.
'And if ycur olTsels, filters, balance, synthesisers

or transmitters are not absolutely spot on then
all you'll end up ri'ith is garbage; and if its intership all you'll have is quick brown foxes jumpirg
aboul all over the place and no traffic'.
SRO gurgied. hand over mouth.
'rr\o matier horv clever you m1y be at obeying
the taping up rules to the last two-carriage-returnsone-line-feed, there's always some new damn thing
creeping into the system just when you think you
know it all'.
'Righto then', said SRO in a dangerously soft
voice. 'There's a TP on the bugle in the EMR.
CO AND FIX IT, you're so bloomin' clever!'

RN COMMCEN HONG

KONG

Whilst Britain fought it out in Munich for

those elusive medals, the combined efforts of our
buntings of HI\{S Tomar and sparkers in the RN

Commcen, amidst far less pomp and circumstance, meri:ed a Gold in the shape of our latest
Ccmstar au'ard--this. added to the Bronze and
Silver won earlier, shculd take Hong Kong to the
top of the Comstar ladder in the Royal Navy.
On the sporting scene our buntings, sparkers
and greenies continue to provide an integral part
of the RNHK soccer team whilst our ten pin
bowlers continue to dt:nrinate the local leagues.
the recent appointThings can only improve
President of the Hong
ment of Les Howard as "r'ith
Kong Armed Forces Bowling League. Challenges
frcm various ships have provided entertainment,
with sometimes more bowlers than pins falling
over.

October saw Hong Kong full up with the largest
concentration of ships here for some time. Eight
Eritish warships, HMNZS 14/uikoto, the French
Cruiser De Grasse and of course the usual batch
of visiting American warships. all of which gave
us the opportunity to test our various resources
to the full. in addition to the normal services. The
RN Commcen were able to simultaneously provide two broadcasts and an MRL which was

hitherto unheard of, while those in the MSO
geared for a huge hand message organisation
found life infinitely sweeter with them having
even less to do than in the nprmal (so the
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RO2(G) S. P. Brown accepting the COMSTAR
GOLD Award won by the RNCC HK and Tamar
MSO Communications and Technical Staffs. Presentation is being made by Commodore J. K.
Stevens, Commodore-in-Charge Hong Kong

i-l provide a reliable coverage north and
cf Hong Kong.
u

east

The siaff out here has undergcne a number of
changes since the last issue with many more to
come in the very near future.
Lt Cdr(C) D. C. Allen presides with Lieut (SD)
G. Reed our newly appointed BCO and FCRS
Dave Caless in the hot seat. and CCY Sharkie
Ward still driving the MSO. The staff consists of

the following : -MSO
CCY 'Taff' Jones (newly

rated).

CYs Denning, Batten, Porter.
LROs Hill, Irving, Watt. I\4cCormick,

RN

Commcen

Sutherland.
ROs Gibbs, Culton, Mayne, Coleman,
Lawson-Barnes, Pennington.
Winchester,
Watkins,
Gray,
Thompson.

RSs Coomber. Earl, Rudd, Hinton.

LROs Palmer, Hague,

Brown,

Howard, Evans, Edmonds.
ROs Flynn, Crene, Mathews, Wood,
Richmond, Brown. Shuter, Andrews.
Hales, Clements, Davidson.
The greenies empire is governed by Eng Lieut
(RE) I{. Higgins ably assisted by REAI (Fingers)

our Radio Ham REA2 Ian Dredge.
Bringirg up the rear are LREM's Durkin, Renton.
Westwood, Fallen, Bennetts and Biggs, with REM I
Jervis and Old.
Wesson and

sparkers kept saying).

It is hoped that by December I we will
be running our covered Broadcast (B4lK) which
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HEADQUARTERS NAVAL AIR
COMMAND
RNAS YEOVILTON
The last few months have seen a rast change
in the role of RNAS Yeovilton. ln addition lo the
move of more of the Staff of Flag Othcer \aval
Air Command from Lee-on-Soleni. the l:rrgest
change has been the transition of )'eor,ilton from
the Fired 'W'ing role to the Rotary Wing role.
Our chairs no longer vibrate to the Phantom jets

scream dorvn the runway with after-burn glowing
w'hite as they make for the upper atmosphere.
Signal wise the change of role has made little
difference. because FONAC- still administers the
remaining Fixed Wing Squadrons, even though
they are now parented by the RAF.
Further changes will have taken place by the
time this article goes to print. The Fleet Requirement Unit aircraft based at Hurn will have moved
to Yeovilton, and a start will have been made to

transfer the

FR

U Ops Cell from Portland to

Yeovilton.

An additional task taken on by the

Comms

department is the manning of the telephone exchange at Houndstone Camp, some seven miles
from Yeovilton. This camp, recently turned over
to the RN by the Army, is being used to house
displaced Ugandan Asians during their re-settlement in this country. Our switchboard operators,
who form an integral part of the department, are
becoming experts in Asian dress customs, and
rnkilled in the handling of complicated customers
ca

lls.

The movements of personnel can normally

be

found in other sections of this magazine, however
since Yeovilton last appeared on these pages we

now have a new Command Communication
Officer (Lt. Cdr. M. A. Stockton) and a new

Deputy CCO (Lt.C. O'Brien).
If you are ever driving down the ,{303 and feel
like a pleasant break, why not call in at the
Fleet Air Arm Museum'J This extremely well
equipped museum is really worthwhile visiting.

'In spite of
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SUBMARINE WOR.K.UP AND
COMMUMC.A,TIONS TRAINING

CENTRE FASI,ANE
b.y Anon

Irvot haling been mentioned in the magazine
for several ciecrdes and not even being listed in
R\CP l5 (do ue have BO'l'l). we thought a timely
renrinder u as b:d11, needed. The past year has
seen 2.1 I 3 Ccmnru;ricators pass through the

praciicals. refreshers- you name it,
Centre.
we do it.
Of course, training is only a sideline to our
main task. The working up of subnrarine communication departments is what we are really here
for. Submarine work-ups vary in Iength from
3l to 8 weeks depending on type of boat. Unlike
Por.land, we ofien spend several days and nighis
at sea as it's terribly difflcult getting ofi a submarine when it's dived.

The sea riders-ASCO(Ships) Sub-Lieut Bates,
CRS Powell and RS(W) McKeever. Shorebound
for training purposes are Cl RS(W) Sked and
LRO(G) Boultwood. Our best wishes to recently
departed members-Lieut Jarrold to the dreaded
PWO Course and CRS(W) McKay to Rc,venge
(Starboard).

All visiting Communicators-._surface or

sub-

surface-are welcome. We will try to give you the
Iow down on the Clyde Hot Spots.

COMMCEN FORT SOUTFIWICK

by 'Reggie'
Remember that rather clever Ad. on the telly'l

-the one with the two scantily-clad cave-dwellers
steadily turning the blackening carcass on Ye
Olde Spit? 'Arrrgh' says the hairy one

dis-

believingly, 'and one day men'll land on the

Moon!!' A few months ago, a portly little man
in civil-servant grey, descended the one-hundredand-seventy-nine well-worn steps down into the
dripping tunnels of Fort Southwick and quietly

announceC that there was a new Commcen being

easterly winds, our leanings are

to the right'

bullt uhttvc ground, and one day. all C--ommunicators drafted to Fort Southwick would be
employed therein. 'Arrrgh' says the not-quite-sohairy RO2 'and one day mate-etc. etc.'
Bui sure enough, rising from the unused parade
ground high on the roof of the Fort is the frame-

work of a large, bor-lrke building th,rt could
indeed turn out to be a Commcen. Ho',vever, for
the next few issues of this maglziire at least,

Ccmmunicators at Portsmouih Commcen will
continue to sieaCill, turn the well-used spit of the

present TRC. and from these

subterranean

tunnels. do our best to serve the Communicatior:s requiremenis of the fleet of the 70's.

Recent changes from the Comms angle down
here include a modification to the Harbour R ltt

Circuit, the increase of baud speed on the Tare
'lN'Leg to 75 bauds, and the insiallaiion of
FCIi.S Snape as DOIC who appears to be operating

at a similar speed. At the moment though, i"'s
rather like having to polish, clean and maintain
ar ancient motor on its last legs whilst awaiting
delivery of a brand-new Rolls-Royce. Then of
course there's the question of what use will this
old Commcen be put to when we finally make
the move. As an impregnable defence it has no
bet-er, and a staunch Spurs supporter down here
thinks perhaps Frank O'Farrell and Man United
mry be interested'l
Neveriheless, if you're to join Fort Southwick
Commcen during the next couple of years, you
will be given. as always, the standard joining
e:-uipment which includes a battered Davey
lantern and n haggard three-badge atmospheric
tesiing canary before descending to the depthsthen to emerge later with the remainder of we
moles blinking in the sunlight.

Fit' and gymnastics being top of the list. The hilly
srrrounding countryside leads us to mention a few
olher popular activities such as hill climbing
crpeds. normally organised by our 'bootneck'

of course the ever popular ski-ing.
For animal lovers, the saddle club is a must,
thcugh complaints of bruised behinds will not,
s-'rgeant, and

rcpeat not. get r ou 'stand-offs'. The sportsdrome
among other things boasts a lovely heated swimnring pool. PTIs :rre available for any instruction
that may be required. Are all these /oo energetic?
Well, for those lvith n-tone) to spare, we have
some well known and much approved arm exercises (other than Haggis-bashing). taking place
tivice daily at reputable establishments in and
arounC the base. (Or so the FCRS assures us.)
For commcen personnel in dire need of getting
zrway from it all, we have recently acquired the

p:rfect solution. It consists of a fully furnished
residence. a mere two hour drive
frorn Faslane. It can cater for as many as 20, with

five bedroom

every facility imaginable including a deep-freeze
and a television. If this fabulous 'write-up' doesn't

attract you, then what will?
For those rvho have not ),,et perused RNCP 15
arL 203, RSs rvill be delighted to note that they
are now required to knorv fleetrvork.

fr
J>

PARADISE FASLANE
by The Crypto Queens
Applications are invited for the post of Husband
to our sole remaining spinster. Even her position
isn't desperate with the proportion of submariners

to Wrens at present standing al 100 to

one.

Admittedly our leisure activities up here at Costa
Del Clyde don't all lead to the altar, but tl'rat's
more by luck than judgment.

Now to be serious: impossible: well at least
we'll change the subject. We've got ourselves a
lovely little commcen, which (for the third time
this year) is in the process of being

reorganised.

Our amiable OIC is attempting to achieve the
impossible (ic, maximum traffic flow with mini-

mum expenditure of energy). On proving his system, the entire Communications staff have been
given to understand that the aforementioned OIC
is 'laying on' the first barrel at our next commcen
get-together. (Lieut Adair please note ! )
OlI duty happenings: For those with energy to
spare (married Wrens excluded) we have masses

,rf sporting activities to keep yor-r in trim.

'Keep-

tf sdvs t}ER€ il Kxc?r5 JuR S<ft*":Aa>
o€ Kr{oW€ueu Sftrus Be. ftN .ft, pLus.i
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COMBRAX PORTSMOUTH }ISO
Here we are tucked away in the same dusty

corner of RNB dealing mainlr u ith u'elfare,
discipline and release signals. \\'e are surrounded
by new and half erected buildrngs but se are due
shortly to move into our o\\ n sm3rt neu ollice
(Hardy block. just inside the ntain barrack g.ite).
always providing the builders do not go on strike

again !

|

The staff is nrade up of one CCY (God bless
him). 5 CYs. 3 LRO(T)s and any odd bods who
beccme P7R or are available from refitting ships,
the predominant section being P7R. It would
appear that the qualification for this job is either
a damaged limb or you are due for a draft in a
short while and fancy a job-change from the
Buffers' party. lntelligence is an asset but not a
necessity. RO3s are welcome, also the evergreen
gollies.

For those who have called in for a cup of coffee
recent months, only two departures recently of
the permanent staff. CCY Bob Manser went to a
quiet number at RNR Brighton followed more
recently by'3 badges gold' LRO(T) 'Nobby' Clarke
to HMS Barwick. Personal message for Nobby,
Charlie 'D' is still here and is threatening to
apply for PVR if he gets drafted beyond the

in

Gosport ferry ! !

sport)

for the RN.
RNCPI5 looked to me as if it was going to
cause a lot of headaches and some re-thinking
when first I set eyes on it, however, after much

debate and investigating all the angles the Centre
is teaching to it. and it does begin to look as if
we have mastered it. Any rumours that we are
now getting knowledge across via the 'Enid Blyton' method are entirely [alse, groundless, and
just not true, spread, no doubt by people who
overheard the following lesson: 'Now then kiddies.

when Billy Bid is in sync. Tomnty. Teleprinter
will stop chattering and Alfie Autohead will get
Sanrmy Signal through'. That may be a slight
exaggeration but Big Ears did pass his RO2 and
we hope to see him back soon for his Provisional
LRO.

Anyone re-visiting STC in the future will find
of the day, the Dockyard are

change is the order

'on the job' and the MCO is changing shape.
Gone are most of the B40 and B41s together with
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anridst the rubble surprisingly enough, but please
bear rrith us if thev are a little late as the LRO
h:rs tr-r clintb over the scrap heap first.
Sport seenrs to har,e taken a back seat these

Iast feir

u

eeks although I beliel,e a revivalist

movement is on the \\a\. we are still basking in
the past g1or1 of u'inning the HMS Drake Mini
Sport competition (* ith a little help from our
f

riends).

Finally. or almost, a word to anvone considering

a Home Port Service draft, if you are a native or
an adopted native, like me. it's ideal and you
know there are worse places than darkest Guzz.
Don't come for an easy life, things get quite hectic, 'sessions on' is the cry, taking foreign Navies
alone. We have just got rid of, if that is the right
erpression, the Libyans, Iranians and Gibraltar
HQRs, we have with us now the Peruvians and

Jamaicans and expect the Thais shortl1,. lt is an
interesting and I find, rewarding job, you certainly nleet a lot of different people that is if
you like people who are different! So. come and
ioin us, or relieve us !

COMNAVSOUTH COMMCEN

STC HMS DRAKE
by 'Our man in Guzzingporf
Greetings from the Special Treatment Centre.
Well, '72 proved to be yet another busy year in
many ways, and not only for those of us at sea.
'Strong Express' drew most of our teeth but we
still met our commitments both here and abroad
(Mount Wise for instance). As you may, or may
not know. our main purpose these days could be
summed-up in the words Foreign Navies and
RNR, but, we are still very much involved with

both RO2(Q)s and Provisionals (of all

a lot of fittings (and plaster). The so called
'Transmitter Museum' is next and we will end
up with something called ICS eventually. Fleet
Biflers are still churning out (at 20 and I0 WPM)

by CRS C. J. Netherton
There is always a flrst time for everything and
now that we have recovered from our move from

Malta in NoviDec of last year to Naples. we
thought it about time to enlighten our Alma
Mater as to the joys of Bella Napoli.
We all viewed the enforced move from Malta
to Naples with rather jaundiced eyes. Some of
us flew over and some came by sea complete with
cars and families. The sea trip brought us into
contact rvith our first non-english speaking Italians,
For instance df ing for a cuppa and one orders a
cup of coffee in Oxford English. When it comes up
it's in a cup about the size of three thimbles put
together and a thick black murky liquid is found
lurking in the bottom. Anyway it's so strong it is
virtually guaranteed to keep you awake for at
least 48 hours (watchkeepers take note). The word
which would have produced frothy colTee is
Cappuchino, that comes up in an English size
cup and is most palatable. Generalising now,

when the boat arrives in Naples and all the
formaiities are cleared up, you are then released
on to the streets of down town Naples, hair raising/chaotic, words won't cover the state of traffic
here. If f or instance you are one tenth of a
second in moving olI from traffic lights once the]'
have turned green, you are greeted by a cacophony of motor horns and some pretty evident
type finger signs. I am of course only talking
about Neapolitan drivers, outside of Naples.
especially on the Autostradas, sanity reigns and
courtes! is a byword. When you arrive in Naples

you must have a sponsor. This person is asked
to look after you during your initial settling in
period, the reason being that if 5ou can't speak a
word of Italian the going can be a little rough.
so a long standing resident of Naples can help
smooth some of the bunrps.

COMNAVSOUTH is nou' firnr11 established in
Naples (but in a tenrporarr location. Santa Lucia).
CINCSOUTH is located in Bagnoli. with Commodore Hack as A COS C & E. CINCSOUTH is
the major subordinate commander. COMARAIR-

MED and CO\'lSUBMED (Lt (SD) (C) Kent, RN)
are also located in Naples and are subordinate
conrnranders to COMNAVSOUTH CRS. R. H.
Grass also works at CONSUBMED.
We hope to move our HQ soon to a permanent
site at Nisida on the outskirts of Naples, which

rvill give us improved communications facilities
and easier access to our place of duty. Accom-

modation wise. you find a flat which is invariably
unfurnished. in most cases to just having wires
where lights should be. it's a big do it yourself
job. Moneywise when families first arrive the-v
are advanced a considerable sum of money, part

of which is a grant and part has to be repaid

over a two year period.
The sum that is received is verl' quickly whittled
down when you furnish a flat with just bare walls

etc, but after the initial settling in period is over,
you then get back on even keel.

Places of interest. Naples is a good starting
point for some of the more famous beauty spots

and places of interest. Vesuvius is about an hour's
drive away. Sorrento and the famous Amalfi drive

about two hours. Pompeii one hour and Rome,
up the Autostrada depending on how Dad motors,
is about two hours. [n fact the whole of Europe is
at your fingertips if you care to load up and go
on a touring holiday.

admin block for those uninitiated in Americanese).

the Underground Operational Complex and
Transmitting and Receiving Stations which

the
are

scme 30 miles away to the south across the Tagus.

The overall complement is just over 200 and is
equally divided between Portuguese, American
and British personnel with the Communicators

nccountin-u for half of the total. The top man is
an American Admiral. with a Portuguese Admiral
as his deputl and an RN Captain as his Chief

of Staff.

Within four weeks of becoming operational and
being able to get our hands on the equipment we
took part in Exercise 'Night Search'. HM Ships

Bluke, Aurora (then COMSTANAVFORLANT)
/.ndrontcdu, Argortuul, HMY Brittttrniu and RFA
Olw'ur will remember Commcen IBERLANT, we
certainly remember them. Tracers? Not guilty !

During the exercise we activated our broadcast,
ship-shore and MARO for the first time. The
broadcast caused several traumatic moments due
to a temperamental piece of equipment which was

borrowed from our friends to the north. The
equipment has since been replaced and a spare unit
now gives us 100'il, back up. Otherwise things went
pretty well, particularly ship-shore organisation
which is based on the UK method without all the
trimmings. Exercise 'strong E-xpress' proved to be

a dud for IBERLANT. Using NIGHT SEARCH
as our guide we expected to be 'snowed' however

I feel I can safely say the sun shone and it

was

very quiet. I believe up north the snow fell
heavily--no matter our turn will come.

'All work and no play makes Jack a dult boy''
Let me assure you we have no dull boys here.
A great deal of effort is being put into the sporting
and social side of life. Our soccer team proved
worthy opponents in most instances last season
as Faurless will confirm. Our first match of this
season against Tcnbv was a miserable 7 to
1

COMMANDER IBERIAN ATLANTIC
AREA-COMIBERLANT
(By CRS Johnson)

Never heard of COMIBERLANT'I Funny
neither had we until last year, so we will start to

enlighten you on this score. COMIBERLANT has
actually been operating, somewhat unobtrusively,
for the past four to five years from a small country
villa buried in rural Portugal until October 1972
when the new Headquarters were commissioned
and we hit the headlines with a bang!! After the
dust had settled, we became fully operational in
our new HQs last March. The Headquarters is

situated on the coast at Oeiras which

we were in three
watches fo'r 'strong Express'. So next time Tenby
watch out.
During August we helcl a Mini Olympiad. The
Portuguese proved decisive andworthywinnerswith
the USA second and UK trailing third. However
we hope to do better next year. The afternoon
proved very popular and I am sure the event will
become a regular IBERLANT feature.
The HQ dances are roaring successes. Three
nations sure know how to play together? Working
together is sometimes mo're difficult. Every Friday
night (except during exercises) we run a disco and
clefeat, but

is

about seven miles from Lisbon and about
the same distance from Cascais and Estoril, the
local but fashionable holiday resorts. The Headquarters is easily distinguished by the 90 metre
microwave mast and the 15 flagpoles on which are
hoisted the NATO and national flags-weather and
manpower permitting.
The overall HQ Complex comprises the Topside
Administrative Facility (TAF) (above ground

it did take place while

about every six weeks we put on a dance to a
live band. We still have no proper Mess or Club.
Once a week the dining room becomes an all ranks/
rates Mess. So far the system has worked well.
Still it will be nice when we do get our own mess
(in American jargon it will be an Enlisted Men's

Mess), it will enable us to have some place to invite
visiting ships' companies to etc. At present all our
entertaining has to be done in our homes or at

our local bar in Cascais or wherever.
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COMMUNICATIONS GAZETTE
APPOINTN,{ENTS

EotroR's NoTE: Although every cncleavottr is ritittlt'!() Lnst!r( tltat the inlormatiott in
this scction is correct we ask reuclcrs nor to !r('!.i! it (t.\ (tr!tlti)ritcttiy'e in the strict sanse.

Name
Aeaorr, P. C.
Allcocr, J. N.

Rank
Lieut
Lieut-Cnrdr
AnusrRoNc, J. G. B.
Lieut-Cmdr
ARogprc.:r.re-BurreR, \,1. F. P. Lieut-Cmdr
BEartE, J. M.
Commander
Btrv.rrEn, J.
Lieut
BRooul''rEt-D, M. A.
Lieut-Cmdr
BEARD, C. G. R.
Sub-LieLrt
BnIccs, W. G.
Lieut-Cmdr
BnowN, C. D. S.
Lieut-Cmdr
Bexen, M. S.
Lieut
Coopen, D. S.
Lieur
Clenr, C. C.
Lieut-Cmdr
CsnrsrtE, W. J.
Lieut
CuNooN, A. W. J.
Lieut
CevpeELI-, C. G. H.
Lieut
Coopen, D. G.
Lieut
Cnrnnv, D.
Sub-Lieut
CaRren, C. D.
Lieur
Caurll, M. J.
Lieur
Dnare-Wrlrrs, J. B.
Lieut
DAVIS, W. H.
Lieut
Dvrps, J. E.
Lieut-Cn-rdr
DurE, V. S, P.
Lieut-Cmdr
DAVIS, R. K.
Lieut
Dooswonru, P.
Lieut
ErcuEI-r-Es, H.
Third Oflicer
Everr, G.
Lieut
Ftelos, A. E.
Lieut
FnnNrl-tx, R. D.
Captain
Fnv, G. E.
Third Officer
Fnvr,n, D. W.
Lieut-Cdr
FaRRow, M. J. D.
Lieut
Gewrr,v, J. M.
Lieut
Goecusn, M.
Lieut
GEoncr, C. M.
Third Officer
Howeno, D. M. A.
Lieut
HNIPS, R. C.
LiCUt
HuNrr,n, C. W.
Lieut-Cmdr
HeNos, C.
Third Officer
JncrsoN, D.
Lieut
Lr,naoNor,, B. E.
Lieut-Cmdr
Luce, P. D.
Lieut-Cmdr
LEEs, P. R.
Comnlander
Locre, R.
Third Officer
LoooER, N. G.
Lieut
Lowor,N, G. W.
Commander
LpttNoN, J.
Sub-Lieut
Lt-ovo, B. D.
Lieut
Monrox, A. S.
Rear-Adml
Meno, A. I.
Third Officer
MewsoN, T.
Lieut
McMui-leN, C. J.
Lieut-Cmdr
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Whither
Chawton in Command
Mercury as GTl
A1NA Moscow and Helsinki
MOD for duty with DNS
ASWE

Ariadne as SCO

C.\F Exchange

service

Shoulton
ASWE
Ark Royal
Sraff of FOST
Sraff of FOSNI

MOD for duty with DNS
Staff ol CINCFLEET as A/ FCO

Mercury for X Section
[i.N StafT Course
Drahe as OIC STC
Mercury SD(C) Course
ANZUK JFHQ
Staff ol FOST as OIC Commcen
Charybdis
London

Jupiter as First Lieut
Sta{T

of FOCAS

as SCO and

Flag Lieut

D:vonshire
Mcrcury for X Section
Mercury for CE Course

Ark Royal
Mercury

Ccnturion for course at RCDS
Mercury for CE Course

tlDS Washington

Greenwich for Lieuts Course
Sraff of CINCHAN/CINC-EASTLANT
SrafT of FO Medway as SCO/SOO
Mercury
Sheraton in command
StAff Of CINCEASTLANT
Penelope as First Lieut

Neptune

Mercury for Officers Training Section
Staff of CINCAFNORTH

Berlvick as First Lieut
Staff of COMIBERLANT
Nlercury for CE Course
RN Staff Course
Selior Officers War Course

Tiger
Cochrane
Assistant Chief of Defence Staff (Policy)

Mercury for CE Course
Staff of FO Malta

ASWE for ARWG

Name

Rank
Lieut

T. B.
MulHollaNo, J.
MoRrsoN, V. R.

MtrpoRo,

MuccEnrocE, M, A.

Oncueno, L. W.
PrNr<, C. J.
Pnnnv,

D.

M. F.

Prxr, D. G.

Panrrn, H. B.
Rroourr, J. E.

Retni, K.

Rosntrr. J. \\.
Rost\-sox, \1. A.

ScrrrrR, E. G. L.
rr*orns, C. H.

S

ScuorrEr-o,

K.

Snres, R. C. K.

SureRnaetsreR, P.
s-raNpoRo, P. M.
Srncr,y, W. L. B.
SaNor,ns, J. T.

R.

Swellow, D. P.
TavloR, D. T.
Te,lue, D. E.
TUKE, P. J. V.

woooHeu, R. E.

Wnrrey-SnarrH, R.
WarsoN, J. J.
tiVrNrlEss, W. J.
Wess, A. R.
WsrreHEeo, D.
WSEEN, P. A. C.

wrt-lrens, D. c.

Wtt soN, G. A. S.
Woorr,y, R. J. E.
YEerEs, D. A.

C.

C.

Third Officer
Third Officer

Sub-Lieut
Lieut-Cmdr
Lieut
captain
Lieur
Captain
Sub-Lieut
Lieut
Lieut-Cmdr
Lieut-Cmdr
Lieut-Cmdr
Lieut
Lieut-cmdr
Lieut
Lieut-Cmdr
Captain
Lieut
Lieut
First Officer
Lieut
Chief Officer
Lieut-Cmdr
Sub-Lieut
Sub-Lieut
Lieut-Cn,dr
Lieut
Sub-Lieut
Commander
Lieut
second officer
Lieut-Cmdr
Lieur-Cmdr
Sub-Lieut

Whither
Mercury as Wl
Commcen Whitehall
Staff of FOCAS
Mercury SD (C) Course

Lincoln as First Lieut
MOD for duty with DNE
Naval Assistant to 2nd Sea Lord
Staff of FO Spithead as D/SCO

MOD

as

ADNMP (DGNM&TI

Glamorgan

ACR SCC Scorland Area
Mauritius as SCO
Fearless

ASWE

Mercury for duty with Captain Weapon Trials
Fo Plymouth as SCo
Transfer to General List
FO Gibraltar as SCO and Flag Lieut
Staff of

centurion for course at RCDS
of FO Plymouth as ASCO

StafT

Bulwark
Dauntless

Staff of FOST

MOD for duty with DGNM&T
SCO to CINCNAVHOME and FO Spithead
Mercury for New Entry Squadron
Commcen Whitehall
Sraff of CINCHAN/CTNCEASTLANT

Albion
Devonshire

Mercury as Commander'X'
Shrivenham for Dugger C Course
Re-appointed as Mrs D. C. Clarke

Mercury
MOD for duty with DNOA(X)
Mercurv

PROMOTIONS

To Vice-Adrniral
J. E. Pope

To Lieutenant Commander

BunNs
B. A. Davres
N. G. Loooe,n
R. O'BnlrN
G. A. S. C. Wrrsorl
B.

To Lieutenant

J. A. Cneooocx
D. W. Fr-owr,n

M. A. NuceNr

A. W. R. WrlroN

G. E. Hoopr,n

R. R. Hunapnnres
B. D. Llovo

To A/Sub-Lieutenant
RS (RCI) N. R. Rocens

SELECTED FOR PROMOTION TO CHIEF PETTY OFFICER

To CCY
T. C. Fr-yNN
S. H. SeNncaN

M. A. Fono
R. ReEs

C. H. Mloolr,roN
L T. Eowenps
D. R. Moonr,
J. F. W. LrsseR
J. D. Rect

A.
A.

JecrsoN
Ross

G. J. Ivor.1. RosEnrs
M. Jgpsor.r

R. C. STEnNE
I. Bersn

D. Eccr,ns

K.

Gnrn

P. Clanr
C. BlowueN
A. G. Hlecooo
K. A. BecNnll

R. Dnoovr,
I. W. TvsoN

G. KrrloneN

A. W. Floerr,
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To CRS
M. SrusBS
S. KNrcrr
D. H. Wooowlno
J. MannN
D. Lr,prNctott

To CRS(W)
P. J. SourHGArE

J. R. BpNNrrr
G. Corrox
To CRS(S)
1.1. BRrcnrrrone

P. Gosrtxc
D. S. Eou.rnos
B. P. Devres
D. J. Nerpu,ltvt

A. N. FReNrlrN
S.

V. Booxen

R. T. Rosr
M. J. RrcxrRo

W. Nonru\cro\

A. J. Hlnnts
H. F. GrssoN
J. 'f. LeNNoN

M. E. NesH
P.

E Wrrlsox

RETIREMENTS
Lieut R. S. Wrrsrns
Lieut Cdr R. M. AlleN
L;eut G. E. J. Hooprn

Lieut-Cmdr K. P. BRucp-GeRovNE
Lieut F. W. C. ENor,ns

Third Ofllcer J. A. Jeues
Captain B. H. KeNr

COMMISSIONING FORECASTS
E<litor's note: Tlte lollovitrg detuils urc lorecast ortly, cltanges may weU take placc at short notice. Details
are given in thc order: Ship, Type, Date if knox'n, Commitmertt.

GSS General Sea Service
GSC General Commission.
FS Foreign Service Commission
Euryalus
Hampshire
Ariaclne

Kirkliston
Marton
Dundas

Nubian
Keppel
Hermes
Eskimo
Ajatc

HSS

Home Sea Service-Accompanied

PS

Port Service

GP Frigate. Jan, C and M partv at Devonport, PS
GM Destro-ver. Jan, Trials crew at Portsmouth, PS
GP Frigate, June, C and M party, Devonport, PS
M/H, Jan, Long refit party at Devonport, PS
M/H, Feb. Rosyth, HSS
A/S Frigate, Feb, Chatham. HSS
GP Frigate. Feb, Home/W Indies RM, GSS
A/S Frigate, Feb, Gibraltar. HSSi PS
LPH, March, Trials Crew at Devonport, PS
GP Frigate, March, Chatham Trials, PS
GP Frigate, Apr, Trials crew at Devonport, PS

Llandaff

A/A Frigate. May, Home/E of Suez, GSS

Endurance

lce Patrol Ship, June, Home/SASA, GSS
GP Frigate. June. Home/E of Suez. GSS
GP Frigate. June, Home/WI. GSS
LPH, June. Devonport, GSS
GP Frigate, June, C and M party, Devonport, PS
GP Frigate, July, Trials crew at Portsmouth, PS
GM Destroyer, Aug, Portsmouth, GSS
GP Frigate, Aug, C and M party at Devonport, PS
Survey Ship, Reduced trials crew at Leith, PS
AD Frigate, Sept, Refit crew at Chatham, PS
FMS, Sept. Refit crew at Portsmouth, PS
Survey Ship, Dec, Trials crew at Chatham, PS
GP Frigate, Dec, C and M party at Devonport, PS
CP Frigate, Dec, Trials at Rosyth, PS
GP Frigate, Dec, RM, GSS Homei WI

A ja:c

Eskimo
Hermes
Arethusa

Tartar
Hampshire
Cleopatra

Herald
Su.lisbury

Trittmph
Herald
Pcnelope

Zulu
Tartcr
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18. About one. calm us with a tuneful perform-

WINTER CR.OSSWORD
by Anne

Jewel

10.

ll

ance. (7)
M_v impression
(4)

is that tone is all

important.

''Tis not a lip. or e,'-e. u'e heautr call.
ut the joint force and
of all.'

B

(Alexander Pope) (4, 6)

23
24

Do initials start these people u,ho

are

against l0 across? (15)
Measures a cart going bacl'w'ards to the south.
(5)

I'd back

the price about the cipher erpert. (6)

l)ovn

2. 'Democracl substitutes election by, the
for appointnrent bv the corrupt tew.' (G. B.
Shaw) (l l. 4)
3. I'm a demon at making things pungent. (10)
4. tt did surround the dead and enlarged. (7)
5. Feathery fruit, lol'e. and us. (7)
6. A pattern, negative Ro-val Marines. (4)
7. A cougar, unless age is too great" helps to
learn foreign tongues. (8, 7)

CLUES
A c'ross

l. Put down the bone and take an avrard. (6)
5. Sharpen all those used for punishn,ent. (5)
10. To cure cvclamen, rid the plant ol possible
money troubles. (7, 8)

L I'm in a mountain of n-rilitar) stores
.. (10)
l). . . . a great deal, chum. (4)
I

14. Make haste. War-drums are beating
the foreman. (7)

8. Beside. a1so, the central perfect concepts. (6)
9. Brightly,, cheerily'. have another fruit. (6)
13. The -voung lady had an old skin. and the
editor made a mistake. (10)

16. Has he torn a tendon? That's rather elaborare. (6)

making

17. He contemplates wrapping an old pennl in

a

tissue. (7)

-

find

l-5. Trvo points to the fire for this scutching tool.

18. The cinenrzr holds about fifty in the dark. (7)
19. The dead saint is the slowest. (6)
gone to burning hell:
21. 'She's like a
'Twas I that kill'd
her.' (Othello) (4)

('7 )

16. 'Ow do _vou tell the identitr of trvo ens -(7)
o

!

dear.

(Solutions on page 113)
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DRAFTING
On[1 nane. :har hase been included in articles from ships and establishments and not printed elseu,here in the magazine are shown here. Readin-g
rhe SHIP-SHORE \E\\'S rvill give ycu the whereabouts of many of your friends. Pleaseforu'ard any drafts you wish shown in our next edition with
arricie i.r the Summer edition of the magazine. Individuals may write directly to the Editor if they rvish.
1-..ur
- .\lrhough
ever]' endeavour is made to ensuie that the information in this section is correct n'e ask readers not to treat it as authoritative in the strict
sense.

Narne

J.
M.
.{ortxs C. C.
ALDRTcH J. N.
ArexeNosn D. S.
ALLEN H. J.
ALLrsoN K. P.
AI.sop M. f).
ANoEnsoN G.
Ar.rornsoN J. F..
ANornsoN J.
ANonrws A.
Asney S. E. H.
ArHEy B.
ArxrusoN J. A.
Atrcr f).
Berlrv P. J.
Baxrrn C. J.
Bar-owrN T. R.
Banclay K.
Bennrtr S. P.
Baroocr -L
Bauow R. J.
Bernr B.
Bavacr C. V.
BARRIE E. A.
BAKER C. B.
Benvvrcx D. B.
BarN T. P.
B.qrrn K.
Bee trl. J.
Berrrnsoxrn G.
BrNxrrr A. C.
Brnxry K. N.
BEcK P. J.
Bnrr D.
BrnrrI-sy M. P.
BEU- G. G.
BrNrox R.'K.
Bnrts F. C.
BErcn B. G.
Brlr A.
Bunryurrvr D.
Broorn N. J.
RnuroN-GrgNry
BcrrcN B.
BooRe P. R.
Boyarl C. N.
Bowrr-s -V. S.
Bowrns G.
Bnrrr C. M.
BnocxseNr S. N.
BurusoN M. R.
BnowN D. \f. J.
BRowN R.
Bnooxs P.
Bneosnaw A. R.
BnyaN T. W.
Rnav E.
Bunxe E.
Bunwooo D. L.
Bu'rr.ex A. B.
Buriuns D. N.
Buxrrr.rc S. H.
Run.vooo D. L.
Bucc J. A.
Bounxn J.
Cer,tnnoN S.
Ceupnen D.
Cann P.
Cnaprow H.
CHarcnrrr G. T.
Claxx R. W.
Craxxr K. T.
Claxcny T. F.
Coox D. E. R.
Counr A. M.
CoNoxoN O.
Coorr{ers B. G. F.
CorroN R. A.
Courson A. E.
Cou.rr.rs I. D.
CoNcoorv M. J.
CoNorrrrr D. A.
Coscnovs M. F. C.
-\D{.\{s .\1.

AsnrHanr R.

r52

Rate
RS
CY

Whither
Hermes
Plymorrth
RO2(G) Mauritius
JRO(T) Ariadne
LRO(W) Argonaut
RS
Fearless
RO2(T) Achiilcs
RO2(!7) Mercury
RO2(G) Nurton'
JRO(T) Albion
LRO(W) Resolution
LRO(G) Fife
JRO(W) Lynx
LRO(G) Hampshire
RS
Hampshire
RO2(G) Dundas
RO3(W) Leander
RS
ashanti
RO2(T) Mercury
RO2(T) Hampshire
RO2(G) Iaguar
CCY Mercury
RO2(G) Mercury
JRO(T) Nubian
RO2(T) Hermes
RO2rW') .Ntercurv
RO2'G) .\lercurl'
Falmouth
CY
RO2 T) Haslar
JRO,G) Devonshire
RS
St George
RO3(G) Tiger
ROI(G) Phoebe
RO2(G) Mercury
LRO(G) RNU
Tangmere
RO2(G) Neptune
RO2(T) f)iego Garcia
LRO(W) Mercury
RO3(G) Bristol
CCY Mercury
RS(W) Tiger
CCY St Angelo
LRO(G) Mercury
RO3(G) Arethusa
I-RO(G) CINCFLEET
RO2(G) Juno
LRO(T) l\'Lercury
JRO(G) Grenville
RO2(T) Keppel
FS
Glamorgan
RO3(T) Danae
RO3(T) Juno
RO2(G) Cachalot
RO2(T) Diomede
CRS Diomede
JRO(W) Antrim
RO2(T) Gavington
RO2(G) Mercury
RO2(G) Blake
RO2(G) Pallir,er
ROI(G) Mercury
LRO(T) Mercurl,
RO2(G) Satrre
,rO2(G) Tarnar
RO2(G) E.,kim r
ROI(T) Aiax
Ro3(G) Arethusa
Mauritius
RS
RO2(\7) Juno
RO2(T) Mercury
RO2(G) Antrim
RO2(G) Renown
RO2(T) Antrim
ROI(W) Blake
LRO Victory
RO2{G) Arethusa
RO2(T) Keppel
RO2(T) Lynx
CRS Glamorgan
RO2(T) Rapid
RO2(T) Falmouth
LRO(G) Hermes
RO2(G) Drake
JRO(G) Fife
BO3(T) Gurkha

Name

M. E.
J.
Cnorr M.
CnrnaN A. D.
Cnasrnrp G.
Cnoss A.
Colns P. P.
CunnaN A. M.
Curr.rN J. M.
Cunnre J.
DAvrs B. J.
Davrrs E. N.
Devrrs G. r^.
Davrrs M. V.
Davrs B. M.
Davras T.
DALr-AS D.
DawscN D. G.
DaNnuny K. F.
Devrv M. J.
Dsan D. A.
Drc<rr \.
Doax T.
DonaN \f. A. T.
DopsorQ S.
DosRvrqrrwsxl M.
Dorreno M. a.
Dow'sir G.
Dosovrs J.
Dnru' L. K.
Dusrono 1.
Ducxu'onrn C. T.
Dulrcarr A. L.
Duxcax A. I.
DunnaNr j. N.
Eanrv G. J. P.
Eor',roNns I. R.
EouoNos K. D.
Eowanos K. H.
Eowanos B. T.
Eowanns N. D.
Epwanos P. C.
EcrrnroN J.
EcrrNroN $7.
Eroen I. M.
Er.rano A. R.
Eurs C. n.
Errrso.s J. A.
EnwrN D.
EnwrN G.
Eva P. G.
EvaNs D. V.
EvaNs K.
EveNs R.
Evrs P.
EDwARDS G. F. R.
Fernev C. J.
Fenrsv
Fauows G.
FarncrorH P. \V.
FARNES A.
FarnaernN I. M.
Farxw;ararn R.
FrNorrv M. R. $7.
Frrzcenaro T. A.
Frsx R. H. A.
Froarr A. W.
FrrrrNer*
Fosrpn M. L.
FosrER P. D.
Fostrn T. W.
Fono B. J.
ForraNn C. J.
Fox A. A.
Fox M. N.
GAFNEy D. F.
Garro'rvav R.
Garn K.
GavrN S.
Garracxrn T.
GarlacHrn M. J.
GRr'lrsav S.
GanorN A. S.
Groncr D. J.
GresoN H. S.
Grrrnspr; M.
CosrELLo

Cnarr D.

Rate

Whither
Mercury
ROI(G) Neptun,
RO2(G) Hermes
RO2(T) Mercury
LRO(G) Minerva
RO2(T) Palliser
LRO(G) Flermes
RO2(G) Mercury
JRO(G) Blake
RO2(G) Fife
LRO(G) FOCAS
ROI(G) Intrepid
RO2(W) Mercury
RO2(\7) Hampshire
LRO(\\/) Mercury
CCY Diomedc
Minerva
CY
LRO(G) Mercury
LRO(W) Mcrcury
LRO0W) Ariadne
LRO(\7) Achills
LRO(T) Mercury
ROI(G) Hermes
RO2(T) Mercury
RO2(G) Tiger
JRO(G) Yarmouth
CCY Blake
RO2(G) Achilles
LROrW) Mercury
RO2(G) Fearless
Tamar
RS
FO2(G) Diego Garcia
LRO(G) Drake
Mercurl'
CY
RO2(!(/) Dreadnor.rsht
JRO(G) Danae
RO3(G) Glamorgan
RO2(W) Achilles
RO2(G) Mercury
RO2(G) Neptune
CRS Mercury
RO2(G) Maxton
JRO(T) Rhvl
CRS(rI7) Hampshire
LRO(\U) Mercury
LRO(G) FOST
RO2(G) Mercury
LRO/G) Ashton
LRO(G) Cochrrne
I-RO(T) FOF2
RS
Leopard
LRO(\?) Rlake
ROI(G) Rothesav
LRO(\7) Mercury
RO2(\7) Ariadne
RO2(T) F{ermes
FCRS Heron
ROI(G) \X/hitehall
RS(W) Mercury
Mercury
CY
ROI(G) Mercury
LRO(G) FOST
RO2(\7) Juno
RO2(G) Hampshire
JROfG) Caprice
RS
Mauritius
RO2(W) Achilles
RO2(G) Hermes
JRO(T) Fearless
RO2(T) Penelope
RO2(G) Penelope
RO2(T) Aia:r
ROI(G) Mercury
RO2(W) Aia'RO2(G) Rooke
CCY NavSouth
RS
!/hitby
RO2(\7) Cochrane
RO2(T) Dundas
RO3(G) Hydra
RO2(W) Mercury
LRO(W) Mercury
ROI(G) Eskimo
LRO(G) lThitehall
ROI(G) Rooke

RO2(G) Glamorgan
LRO(W)

Name

Gtlasnr E. H.
Gooouar B. C.

R.
Gntrx G. C.
Gntrrlrss C. A.
Gnrrx trl. J.
Gnuea .N1.
Haxxrv T. C. W.
Hanrxrir J. D.
Hannrs P. J
Haxvrv R.
Hayward G R.
HnlNr n. E.
Hanoy H. R.
Hau J. R.
HeNosunv D. A.
HannrsoN V. J.
Havrs D. C.
Hannls rV. G.
HrrcntoN T.
HraNev M. J.
HrNrv G.
HIrr D. J.
HIll R. J.
HIcrs R. F.
Hlcxrrrorr W.
Hrccrxs B. M.
HtNr T. F.
Hors C. D.
HorraNo T.
HorxrNs R. A.
HoucnroN P.
Howeno B. V.
HoocsoN B.
Hocc D. G.
HousroN J.
HorraNo B. A.
Howrrls R. D.
HoocrrNsou T. G.
HoronN R. M.
Hooo B.
Hols C. D.
Hovzrs R. W.
HuNr M. J.
Hooxs J. E.
Huss.:v C. F.
HuNrluv R. W.
HUN'rrx J. H. J.
Huupnnrvs A. C.
Huupnnev C. P.
Iurs J. G. A.
Ironaru A. R.
Incuar'l D. J.
IrvNes J. R.
Ir.rNas )7. A.
Jacxsc,t 1,.
JacrsoN C. R. P.
JaulrsoN A.
Jannaur R. J.
.,eavaNs L
JrNuen P. J.
JuNNrNcs A. J.
JonNs W. F'.
JouNsoN M. B.
JcnNsroNr J. R.
JoNrs A.
JoNrs J.
JoNes L. A.
JoNrs R. D.
KaveuacH K. A.
Krrrrrr P. E.
KrNwaxo B.
KeNrnov A. R. N{.
Krrcnrn P. W.
KrNc R. C.
KrNc M. L"
KrNsrv H. M.
Krrrsarnrx D. P.
Kurcur J. R.
KNnrnan C. C.
Lannxrn J.
LencooN C. E. I.
LawsoN \W'. G.
LewnBNcr R. A.
Lrponr P. D.
Lrrr D. n. J.
Gn.rnaru C.

Rate
QqY
RS

Whither

RO2(T)

Rhyl

fig.t
Dido

LRO(G) Beagle
An$lm
BS(W)
RO2(\7) Ariadne
JRO(G) Fearless

FCCY Mercury
RS(W) Mercury
Me-rcury
Bql(G) RNH
RO2(T)
Haslar
RO2(G) Ariadne
RS
Pembroke
RO2(G) Antrim

LRO(Y) Mercury
LRO(G) Malabar
RO2(T) Victory

RO2(W) Mercury

JRO(W) Lincoln
RO2(T) Mercury
RO2(\7) FOST

CRS

Mercury

RO2(G)

Phoebe

RO2(T) Mercury
ROI(G) Endurance

CCY

FOF1

LRO(G) Hampshire
RO2(N7) Aiax
RO2(G) Hampshire

RS

Dolphin

RO2(G) Iveston
RO2(G) Hermes

RS
Mercury
CRS(\7) Diomede
ROI(G\ Bristol
CRS Ajax
RS
Rooke

JRO(!7) Cleopatra
RO2(T) Amazon
RO2(G) Brighton
RS(1$7) Mercury

RO2(G) Hampshire

LRO(T) Mercury
Londonderry
ROI(W) Diego Garcia
JRO(G) Fearless
RO2(T) Ariadne
ROI(G) Mercury
LRO(T) Sirius
RO2(T) Scylla

CY

RO2(G) Plymouth

LRO('S7) Varspite
St George

RS(!D

RO2(G) Hampshire
RO3(G) Mercury
RO2(G) Victory

RO2(T)

Fearless

RO2(W) Glamorgan

RO2(\7) Hampshire
RO2(T) Nubian
ROI(W) Vhitbr
RO2(T) Mercury
RO2(G) Ajax

ROI(G)
RO2(l07)
LRO(T)

Exmouth

Bacchante

Sirius

RO3(G) F.arless
RS
Mercury
RO2(I7) Vhitby

LRO(T) Mercury
Mercury
RO2(T) Rhyl

RS(!?)

RO2(G) Laymoor

FCCY

Aiax

LRO(W) Mercury

JRO(G) Lynx
RO2(G) Fearless
LRO(G) Leander
RO3($7) Fife

RO2(G) Bulu,ark
JRO(G) Bristol
CRS(IJ?) Aiax
RO2(G) Iupiter

LRO(II7) Hampshire

JRO(G) Ark Royal

ROI(G)

Achilles

Rate

Whither

Narne

RO2(G)
LRO(IO
LRO(G)
RO2(G)
RO2(G)

Diego Garcia

Peur N.

Neptune

Mercury
Intrepid

Bulldo8

R02(T) Mercury
RS(W) Hampshire
CRS Mcrcury
RO2(\V) Mercury
ROl(G) Scylla
RO3(G)

Russell

LRO(T) Mercurl'

RO2(G) Antrim
RO2(G) .Iupiter

CY

Dundas

JRo(G) Rhyl

JRO(W) Arethusa

S
R02(T)
CY
R

MercurS'

Diomede
Mercur-v

RO2(G) Mercur-v

JRO(T)

Bristol

RS(W)

Achilles
Palliser
Achilles
Onslaught

JRO(G) Cleopatra
\\'.

RO2(T)
RO2(G)
RO2(G)
RO2(W)

Rothesay

LRO(\07) Mercury
LRO(T) Hampshire

J. T.
I.
;. J.

L.
S.

RO2(G) Dolphin
RO2(G) Nubian

LRO(T)
RO2(G)
RO2(T)
LRO(T)

Abdiel
Mercury

Ark Royal
Mercury

RO2(\7) Mercury

LRO(W) Glamorgan
RO2(G) Fcarl-ss

RO2(G)

iRO(W)

Sealion

Leander

LRO(W) Minerva

JRO(G) Fearless
RO2(G) S7arrior
RO3(G) Lynx

RO2(T) Falmouth
JRO(,{) Ark Royal
R02(G) Scylla
RO2(G) Mercury
RO2(G) Valiant

JRO(T)
RO2(T)

Matapan
Hampshire

RO2(W) Mercury

JRO(T) Antrirn
RO3(W) Ark Royal
RO2(T) Mercury

:.G
s -\. .r.
'3.
F, R.
],E,D
\\"

'.\-. -l

.

i\ nP,-\1.-\1
J,

I

E.

G

D.
S.

--\

\\'.

SB.

I, D.

\\' ,D.R
D . .{.
D

:.f.

RO2(G) Abdiel
RO2(G) Beachampton

RS

Mercur,

JRO(W) Arethusa
RO2(G) Dolphin
RS
Bulwark
LRO(G) Highburton
RO1(G) Yarmouth
JRO(G) Fearless
RO2(G) Mercury
RO3(G) Antrim
RO2(G) Mercury

RS
RS
LRO(W)
jRO(T)

Keppel

Mauritius
BacchantBacchante
Jaguar

LRO(W)
LRO(W) Mercury

ROI(W) Mercury

RO2(T)
LRO(T)
RO2(T)

Mercur-v

Rooke
Russell

FCRS(W) Mercury
RS
Tamar

l

RO2(W) Mercury

C, W, C,

PETRIE

Panny M. F.
Prnnrss rW'. J.
PerBns W. C.
PEencr A. L
Pnnnow F. P.
PransoN A,

Pnr:ru

P.

PuNr P. G.

SrrcxreNo D. E.
Sororrlou K. \7.

Mercury

LRO(T) Amazon
RO2(G) St Angelo

Pitkin J. J.
Prnr D.
Pnerps R. F, W,
Prarr:rR D.
PoursoN N.

Powonrrr A.

Narne

RO2(G) Flermes
RO2(W) Hampshire
RO2(G) Hermes

CRS

J.

Pxrrrv M. A.

PRovro;Ncr I-.
Qurt.ts P. A.

RS
CRS
RO2(G)
CCY
JRO(T)

RO2(G)
RO2(G)
LRO(G)
LRO(G)

Dundas
Aiax
RN Singapore
Hampshire
Rapid

Nubian
Aiax

Antrim

JRO(T)

Aiax
Ariadne

RS

Sirius

RO2(W) Ariadne

LRO(G) W'arrior

RO2(T) Mercury

Ray R,
RAWLTNGS A. K.
Rausry D. G.
RawrrNcs A. K,
R;rs G. A. M.

RO2(G) Keppel
RO3(G) Achilles

Rrcsennsox G. A.
Rrcnanoson B. S.
RrcnanoscN ,lV[, A.

LRO(\7) Nubian
RO2(G) Revenge

RHoDES K.

RrcnanosoN P.

RrcnuoNo D. W.
Rrcn E. J.

Rrorrn I.

J.

RrNc L.
Rons S.
Roern'rs G
Rocrns D. T. C.
Roo:r J. E.
RoBrNsoN W. W.
Rosrnrs C. G.
RonrNsoN S.

RowraNos G. N.
RoernrsoN R.

Rowrrt

J. C.

Ror I. A.
Ruoo R. J.

RuNnan S.

.N1.

RyaN J. G.
RvaN T. R.
Savva P. M.
SaNorns R. C.

SeNosns P.
SauNosns P. S.

Scarrrn J.

S.

Srans B. R.
SBan O. P.
SEAGER I. K.
Srar'laN P.
SETTERTIELD

A.

Scorr

E.

Snnw A. R. M.
Suonrrn G. R.
ScuLLroN D. J.

Surnpann

J.

Sxrnxerr D.
SrEo

J.

J.

SxRzvpczar P. R.

SrupsoN I. R.
SrLK E. T.
STMPSoN

N.

Srarrx D.
Suerun D.
SiurrH B.

.N1.

\X'.

J.

SurrH J. G.

Phoebe

Srrwaxr T.
STEELE

M.

Srrrn I. V.

.Nl. J.
R.

SreNroN M.

SrocrroN J.

P.

Srorr R. L
Srenn I. R.
SrnoNc W. J.
Sruanr J. T.
SreNnnoox P.
Sroopanr A.
SurroN A.

SmrNrv I(.

P.

RO2(T) Bulwark
RO2(T) Cochrane
R02(G) Mercury
RO2(G) Drake
JRO(G) Bristol

RO2(T)

RS
IRO(T)

Dundas

Mercury
Intrepid

RO2(G) Monkton

JRO(T)

Bulwark

RO2(!7) Juno
LRO(G)

CINCNAVHOME

TenneNr R. I.
Tevron A. E.
Tavron D. J.
Tayron .ll{. L.

RO2(\f) Sirius
RS
Blake
RO2(T) RN Singapore

Taylon M.

RO2(G) Dolphin
RO2(G) Drake
LRO(!7) Nubian
RO2(G) Mercury

Trro

S.

THouas

'.

RO1(G)

CINCEASTLANT

RO2(T)
RO3(T)
ROl(G)
LRO(\O
RO2(T)

CY

Trpraov J. R.
Trrrrv J. T.
Trruv M. J.
Tooo J. A.
TourrNsoN G. L.
Tnracnrn A. L.

RO2(T) Mercury
RO2(\J7) Gurkha
JRO(T) Abdiel
LRO(W) Mercury
Afrikander
CY

LRO('S7) Rothesay
RO2(G) Dolphin
RO3('Sg) Cleopatra
Arqonaut

ROr(G) Hampshir'

RO2(G) Glamorgan
RO2(G) Leopard

RO2(T)

CY

Flermes

CINCFLEET

RO2(G) Bronnington
LRO(\U7) flermione
LRO(\U7) Glamorgan

JRO(G)
RO3(G)
RO3(G)
RO2(G)
JRO(!f)
RO2(G)
RO2(G)

RO2(!f)

Bristol

Fearless

Antrim

Mercury

Cleopatra
Hermes
Maxton
Grampus

FCRS(\(/) FOFI
Mercury
CY

RO2(!7) Arethusa

RS

lThitby

Tnonnrv

J.

Tnor,rsoN R.

TunNrn J.
UNwrN K. A.
Upcnar"r D. C.
Vnen J. L.

VRNcs M. J. W.

Vano

J.

IfARREN M.
rVartrns P. D.

Warrrn T.

rW.

\l9ersn J. V.
ttrTerxrn D.
Wano I(. E.
\TaronoN F. C.
WersH D. L.

\rano P.

J.

IRO(T)
RS(!7)

Blake

Mercury

Warrnuero J. I{.
Vrars R. G.
\7rne P. J.
Wnmrnrao A.
WHITE A. J.
lW,srrr B. L.
lTrnrarrls I. R.

RO2(T)

Glamorgan

Wrnreus A.

CRS
RS
CY
RS

Mercury

RO2(T) Aiax
RO2(T) RN Singapore
RO2(G) Yarmouth
RO2(G) Mercury

RO2(G) Lincoln
Gurkha

Rothesay

Victory

RO2(G) Olympus
RO2(S7) Achilles

JRo(T) Rapid
CRS('i7) Androm
ROl(G) FOST
RO2(G) Hampshire
RS
Eskimo
JRO(W) Nubian
RO2(G) Dolphin

RO2(T) Stanavforlant
RO2(T) Mercury
RO2(T) Mercury
RO3(G) Ashanti
RO2(T) Mercury

JRO(G) Lincoln
RO2(G) Hampshire
LRO(G) Hampshire

-IRO(!t) Nubian
Mercurv
CY
LROIT) Mercury

W.

Tnouas D. E. L.
TnorrlxrNsotr G. L.
TnoMsoN D. K.

Sparr K.
SoworN D. Nl.

JROrW)

Storr

RO2(G) Mercury

RO2(G) Palliser

RO3(G)

Spanxrs C. L.
Slrvtr F. W.

RO2(W) Gurkha

SrnoNc M. R.

THoMPSCN J. K.
-'.

AFNORTH

Surrn B.
Surrn M.
Surrn S. A.

P. T.

SrupnrNsoN J. A.

Srrwanr R, G.

CY

Wasperton
Diomede
Keppel
LRO(!U) Cleopatra
R02(T) Pen:lope
RO2(G) Aiax

Surrs

R02(T) Mercury
RO3(G) Ark Royal
Dolphin
CY

E. C.

RO2(T) Mercury

Srrllts S. R.

Antrim

Whither
LRO(G) CINCFLEET

Stnrrr N. H.

STACEY J.

P. A.
Tnor"ras S. E.

RO2(G) Mercury

SHoRr W. J.
SnonrrN J. B.
B.

Fearless

RO3(G) Arethusa
RO2(G) Mercury

RO3(W) Dido

Suawvrn R. J.
Snnpnrno M. L.
SHTELDS M. .N,1.
Snew

IRO(T)

Rate

Whither
Mercury

JRO(T) Intrepid
RO3(G)
RO2(G)
JRO(\7)
RO2(G)

\.

Rate
CY

G.
PsansoN G.
Prcran I(. E.

RS
RS

ROI(\7)

Plymouth
Danae

Amazon
Eskimo

RO2(T) Stanavforlznt
CRS Devonshire
ROI(G) Antrim

STrr-rrarlrs G. A.

\Wrrrralls J.
Wrurarrls P. J.

Wrrrrarvrs P. M.
Wrrrrarrls I(. J.
$7rrnr*qN M. C.
WrrsoN S7.

\W,rrrrNs S. J. W.

$TrrrrNsoN A. L.
WTLDoN R. H.
WroorsoN T. rJ/.
WrrsoN P. f.
Wu,soN B. R.
rJ7rrsoN J. S.
WTLSoN W,

Wooo D.

Vooo R. J.

Wooococx B. R.
WoooraNo D.
WooDHousE B. G.
lTooonsao I(.
ri7ooonrao J.
\fooDHEAD F. W'.
WorvrnsoN J. N.
Wollsrr,r A.

Wright G. S.
Wnrour G. S.
YrouaN R. W.
YouNc A. C.

p,i,1:(d bt.Holbrook & Son Ltd., Portsrnouth, in conjunc:iott n'itlr Eclgar Sercombe. Farnham, Surrey

Mercury

Undaunted

Mercury
Mercury
Mercury

RO2(G) lThitby
RO3(G) Arethusa

RS

Keppel

RO3(T) Grenville
LRO(T) Stanavforlant
Torquay
RS
ROl(G) Rooke
LRO(T) Hermes
RS(!7) Glamorgan
RO2(T) Mercury
RO3(G) Bristol

RO2(W) Lincoln

RO2(T)
RO2(T)

RS
R02(T)
CCY

Plymouth
Hampshire

Mercury

Osprey
Charybdis

RO2(T) Reclaim
RO2(T) Britannia
LRO(G) Fearless
RO2(T) Glamorgan
RO2(!7) Onyx
RO2(T) Lochinvar

RO2(T) Antrim
Diomede
RO2(\7) Swiftsure
RO2(G) Dolphin
RO2(G) 95 CDO FOU
RO2(G) Matapan

JRO(T)

CY

Lynx

RO2('Sf) Devonshire

ROl(G) Mercury
RO2(G)

RS

Fearless

Yarmouth

ROI(W) Drake

LRO(T) Mercury

JRO(W)
RO2(T)
RO2(G)
RO2(G)

Scylla
Eskimo

Monkton
Tamar

RO2(T) Mercury

RO3(G) Fife
RO1(G) Mercury

CRS
CCY
ROl(G)

Mercury
Fearless

Mercury

RO1(G) Mercury
RO3(\7) Mercury

RO2(T) Norfolk

CCY

Intrepid

R02(G)

Hermes

RO2(G) FOST
RO2(G) Penelope
JRO(G) Bristol

INCREASE YOUR GOMFORT

AilD
THE UATUE OF YOUR HOME
Alcan Double G lazing:
More space to live in with even room temperatures. Reduces
noise-tackles condensation. Neat and unobtrusive.

Alcan Patio Doors:
The Garden another room!Slim aluminium sliding doors and a vast
expanse of glass. Single or double glazed to choice.

ew w i ndows :
t|car1 x:tt.", -:l1:Ej.
Get rid of those rotting, badly fitting wood or metal windows.
Maintenance free aluminium windows are the answer-no rubbing
down or painting-tested through 20 arctic winters.
I

ori

Alcan design prod ucts guarf,n-

iee r-hc quality of material,
construction and firting ior
ten years.
Alcan is the world's iargest international producer of aiuminium.
Con you offord it?

It doesn't cost you anything to find out.
Write or telephone:
A. G. & L. M. SMITH LTD
5 Mayfair Court
Botley, Hampshire
Tel: Botley 3876

AUTHORISED

DEALER

